
AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Firepit Barbecue
Ross Dobson

Expert tips and easy recipes for creating delicious food on your firepit barbecue.

Description
As an experienced chef and food writer - and a dab hand with the barbie tongs - Ross Dobson knows a thing or two about
cooking with fire, on a firepit with a simple grill or hotplate. Ross shares tips on the best wood to use, foolproof
instructions to tame the flame and make the heat last, advice on how to prepare food for the grill, marinades for
tenderising and adding flavour, plus ideas for delicious butters, salsas, dips and breads. Over 90 recipes, for chicken, fish,
pork, beef, lamb, vegetarian meals and vegetables, are simple to prepare, fun to cook and perfect for your firepit
barbecue… Whether it's fragrant chicken parcels for a healthy mid-week family dinner, whole trout with lemon and dill for
Sunday lunch, or spicy beef kebabs for a cruisy Friday night feast with friends.

About the Author
Ross Dobson is the author of many best-selling cookbooks, including Fired Up, King of the Grill and Grillhouse (gastropub
at home). Ross' use of ingredients and cooking techniques draws influences from SouthEast Asia, the Middle East, India
and the Americas. He is a keen outdoor cooker, both on the barbecue and, more recently, his firepit. Ross has
established and operated several award-winning cafes and restaurants in Sydney.

Murdoch Books

Price: AU $35.00           NZ $39.99
ISBN: 9781922351906
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 255h x 200w mm
Extent: 208 pages
Bic1: Cookery / food & drink etc
Author now living: Emu Plains 97819223519
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Thrifty Cooking
Country Women's Association of Victoria Inc

Budget-friendly, tasty, time-saving, tried and tested recipes for every Australian household.

Description
Let the collective wisdom of Country Women's Association of Victoria help create delicious meals your family will love and
show you how to make the most of every grocery item in your pantry. Crammed full of money-saving tips; easy, tasty
recipes and fresh food ideas family dinners, snacks, lunch box fillers - as well as economical ways to cook generously for
a crowd. There are tips for how to use up leftovers so no food is wasted, clever ways to fix common problems in the
kitchen, and brilliant ideas for making the most of that glut of seasonal fruit or veg - so cheap and delicious in season, and
so easy to preserve, freeze or store. Thrifty Cooking will revolutionise the way you shop, cook and eat - and shares the
secrets of eating well and saving money on your food budget.

About the Author
The Country Women's Association of Victoria Inc. was formed in 1928. It is a self-funded, non-party-political, non-
sectarian organisation which aims to improve conditions for women and children and make life better for families,
especially those living in rural and remote Australia. The Country Women's Association of Victoria Inc. is actively involved
in ongoing campaigns to fundraise for those affected by drought and the recent bushfire emergency.

Murdoch Books

Price: AU $24.99           NZ $27.99
ISBN: 9781922351999
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 178h x 140w mm
Extent: 256 pages
Bic1: Cookery / food & drink etc
Author now living: Melbourne 97819223519
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Thrifty Household
Country Women's Association of Victoria Inc.

A modern classic for a new generation looking for environmentally friendly, thrifty, tried and true solutions for
tackling everyday household tasks.

Description
Red wine on the carpet? Coffee stain on your white t-shirt? Candlewax on the tablecloth? This book will save you time
and money on hundreds of everyday household problems, with advice on everything from unblocking a sink (if you own a
tennis ball but not a plunger) to making your oven sparkle without any toxic chemicals.

Teenagers left a tissue in the laundry? No need for yelling: The Country Women's Association of Victoria Inc. has a trick
to deal with it effortlessly. Bothered by summer flies in your kitchen, mozzies at your outdoor dining table or moths in your
wardrobe? The Country Women's Association of Victoria Inc. shows you how get rid of them naturally and make your
home smell great at the same time.

The advice is simple, the wisdom is tested and the tools are found in pretty much every kitchen, laundry, garage or shed:
lemon juice, vinegar, essential oils, bicarbonate of soda, salt, methylated spirits. Most are environmentally friendly and all
are thrifty.

Over 1000 hints and tips for the kitchen, bathroom, laundry, car, Christmas, clothing, craft, creepy crawlies, DIY,
gardening, floors, food, cleaning EVERYTHING, hair care, health and beauty remedies, ironing, home decorating,
jewellery, knitting, pets, sewing, shoes, silver, storage and stain-removing.

About the Author
The Country Women's Association of Victoria Inc. was formed on 12 March 1928. It is a self-funded, non-party-political,
non-sectarian organisation which aims to improve conditions for women and children and make life better for families,
especially those living in rural and remote Australia. The Country Women's Association of Victoria Inc. is actively involved
in ongoing campaigns to fundraise for those affected by drought and the recent bushfire emergency.

Murdoch Books

Price: AU $24.99           NZ $27.99
ISBN: 9781922351241
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 178h x 140w mm
Extent: 256 pages
Bic1: Home & house maintenance
Author now living: Melbourne 97819223512
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Paramedico
Benjamin Gilmour

Description
'As you read this, more than a hundred thousand ambulance medics across the planet are responding to emergencies.
They are scrambling under crashed cars, carrying the sick down flights of stairs, resuscitating near-dead husbands at the
feet of hysterical wives, and stemming the blood-flow of gunshot victims in seedy back alleys. A good number too are just
as likely to be raising an eyebrow at some ridiculous, trivial complaint their patient has considered life threatening enough
to call them for.'

Paramedico is a heart-stopping, white-knuckle ride about a paramedic at work in an ambulance, attending emergencies in
far-flung places such as England, Iceland, Macedonia, Mexico, Pakistan, The Philippines, South Africa and Thailand - at
the time of the 2004 tsunami.

This is also a brilliantly written collection of wild tales of wild people whose lives are so different from our own that it's hard
to believe they really exist. Gilmour is able to make us stop and think not only of how to live a life, but how precious life is
and how important it is to protect it.

About the Author
Benjamin Gilmour was born in Germany in 1975, but has lived most of his life in Australia, where he works as an
ambulance paramedic, filmmaker and writer. His first book, Warrior Poets - Guns, Movie-making and the Wild West of
Pakistan, was published in 2008 and is based on his experiences directing the award-winning feature film Son of a Lion.

Murdoch Books

Price: AU $24.99           NZ $27.99
ISBN: 9781922616203
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: h x w mm
Extent: 320 pages
Bic1: Memoirs
Author now living: Bangalow, NSW 97819226162
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Treasured
Christina Riggs

A surprising new history of Tutankhamun published to coincide with the centenary of his tomb's discovery.

Description
When it was found in 1922, the 3,300-year old tomb of Tutankhamun sent shockwaves around the world, turning the boy-
king into a household name overnight and kickstarting an international media obsession that endures to this day.

From culture and academia to politics and the heritage industry, it's impossible to imagine the twentieth century without
the discovery of Tutankhamun and yet so much of the story remains untold. Here, for the first time, Christina Riggs
interweaves compelling historical analysis with vignettes drawn from encounters with Tutankhamun to offer a bold new
history of the young Pharaoh who has as much to tell us about our world as his own.

About the Author
Professor Christina Riggs is a historian of art and archaeology at Durham University and a fellow of All Souls College,
University of Oxford. She is the author of seven previous books and has written for the London Review of Books and the
Times Literary Supplement.

Atlantic

Price: AU $39.99           NZ $45.00
ISBN: 9781838950514
Format: C-Format HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
Dimensions: 234h x 156w mm
Extent: 432 pages
Bic1: Egyptian archaeology / Egyptology
Author now living: 97818389505
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 How to Be a Rock Star
Shaun Ryder

The Keith Richards and Mick Jagger of his generation, Shaun Ryder is a 1990s rock 'n' roll legend. Now, for
the first time, comes his hilarious first-hand account of just what it takes to be a rock star.

Description
As lead singer of Happy Mondays and Black Grape, Shaun Ryder was the Keith Richards and Mick Jagger of his
generation. A true rebel, who formed and led not one but two seminal bands, he's had number-one albums, headlined
Glastonbury, toured the world numerous times, taken every drug under the sun, been through rehab - and come out the
other side as a national treasure.

Now, for the first time, Shaun lifts the lid on the real inside story of how to be a rock star. With insights from three decades
touring the world, which took him from Salford to San Francisco, from playing working men's clubs to headlining
Glastonbury and playing in front of the biggest festival crowd the world has ever seen, in Brazil, in the middle of
thunderstorm. From recording your first demo tape to having a number-one album, Shaun gives a fly-on-the-wall look at
the rock 'n' roll lifestyle - warts and all: how to be a rock star - and also how not to be a rock star.

From numerous Top of the Pops appearances to being banned from live TV, from being a figurehead of the acid-house
scene to hanging out backstage with the Rolling Stones, Shaun has seen it all. In this book he pulls the curtain back on
the debauchery of the tour bus, ridiculous riders, run-ins with record companies, drug dealers and the mafia, and how he
forged the most remarkable comeback of all time.

'There are enough stories about Happy Mondays to keep people talking about them forever. Bands live on through the
myth really, myth and legend' (Steve Lamacq)

About the Author
Shaun Ryder has been the subject of several films, written a Sunday Times bestselling autobiography, was runner-up on
I'm A Celebrity Get Me Out of Here and is a star of Celebrity Gogglebox. Shaun is working with his co-writer Luke
Bainbridge who also worked with Shaun  on his autobiography Twisting My Melon.

A&U UK

Price: AU $29.99           NZ $32.99
ISBN: 9781838953256
Format: C-Format PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 234h x 153w mm
Extent:  pages
Bic1: Individual composers & musicians, specific bands

& groups
Author now living: 97818389532
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Maths Tricks to Blow Your Mind
Kyle D. Evans

A gifty maths book about viral maths problems that have gone wild on social media in recent years.

Description
From the infamous 'Hannah's sweets' exam question to percentages 'life-hacks', viral maths problems seem to capture
the public's imagination without fail. This is often because they blow  people's minds with their logic, or there are multiple
answers, or no answer or at all, or they  are just generally wacky. The same people who will openly celebrate that they
'never got  maths' will fight tooth and nail with their Auntie on Facebook over whether the answer to 60 +  60 x 0 + 1 is 61
or 1 (it's 61, by the way.).

Why do friends and relatives who would glaze over in a maths lesson pile into a discussion with  strangers on social
media over why the grey elephant comes from Denmark? Maths teacher  and award-winning science communicator Kyle
D Evans wants to explore exactly what it is  about viral social media puzzles that is so appealing.

Maths Tricks to Blow Your Mind presents 50 or so viral maths problems from recent years with  background information,
explanations and solutions to similar problems, all in a humorous,  accessible and inclusive manner.

Want to dazzle and delight your friends and family? This book shows you how!

About the Author
Kyle D Evans is a maths teacher and award-winning maths presenter and entertainer. In 2016 he was crowned UK
champion of Famelab, an international competition run by Cheltenham Science Festival to find the best new voices in
science communication. He regularly gives talks (and sings) about maths at schools, festivals and comedy clubs around
the UK, as well as presenting to large crowds of teenagers at events such as Maths Inspiration. He is passionate about
increasing the mathematical literacy of children and adults.

Atlantic

Price: AU $22.99           NZ $24.99
ISBN: 9781838953669
Format: B
Package Type: HARD BACK
Dimensions: 198h x 128w mm
Extent: 224 pages
Bic1: Mathematics
Author now living: 97818389536
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Alignment Problem
Brian Christian

How do we prevent AI working against us?

Description
'Vital reading. This is the book on artificial intelligence we need right now.' - Mike Krieger, cofounder of Instagram

Artificial intelligence is rapidly dominating every aspect of our modern lives influencing the news we consume, whether we
get a mortgage, and even which friends wish us happy birthday. But as algorithms make ever more decisions on our
behalf, how do we ensure they do what we want? And fairly?

This conundrum - dubbed 'The Alignment Problem' by experts - is the subject of this timely and important book. From the
AI program which cheats at computer games to the sexist algorithm behind Google Translate, bestselling author Brian
Christian explains how, as AI develops, we rapidly approach a collision between artificial intelligence and ethics. If we
stand by, we face a future with unregulated algorithms that propagate our biases - and worse - violate our most sacred
values. Urgent and fascinating, this is an accessible primer to the most important issue facing AI researchers today.

About the Author
Brian Christian is the author of the acclaimed bestsellers The Most Human Human and Algorithms to Live By, which have
been translated into nineteen languages. A visiting scholar at the University of California, Berkeley, he lives in San
Francisco.

Atlantic PBS

Price: AU $22.99           NZ $24.99
ISBN: 9781786494337
Format: B
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 198h x 129w mm
Extent: 496 pages
Bic1: Computing & information technology
Author now living: 97817864943
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 King of the Blues
Daniel de Vise

The first authoritative cradle-to-grave biography of a worldwide musical and cultural legend.

Description
'Without a doubt the most important artist the blues has ever produced' - Eric Clapton
'No one did more to spread the gospel of the blues' - President Barack Obama
'One part of me says, "Yes, of course I can play." But the other part of me says, "Well, I wish I could just do it like B.B.
King."' - John Lennon

King of the Blues is the story of the first and only superstar of American blues. But it is also a chronicle of the African-
American experience. B.B. King grew up in the Deep South, a few generations after the end of slavery, imprisoned within
a cruel system of wage slavery known as sharecropping. King of the Blues will also tell the larger story of the birth of
modern popular music. B.B. King's boundless ambition and tireless toil gave him initial success, topping the charts in the
1950s and early '60s. But then his career hit a wall when his version of classic blues music could not break through to the
mainstream.

But then, after years of being out of the limelight, B.B.'s music was rediscovered by new listeners, who saw that he had
inspired their guitar rock heroes. From the 1970s on, each time his popularity faded, his music was given new life: fronting
for The Rolling Stones, acclaimed by Eric Clapton, praised by U2 and Bono. His last concert was performed in late 2014,
six months before he died at age 89.

About the Author
Daniel de Vise is an author and journalist who has worked at the Washington Post and Miami Herald, among other
newspapers. He shared a 2001 Pulitzer Prize and has garnered more than two dozen national and regional journalism
awards. He is the author of the critically acclaimed Andy and Don and The Comeback, and coauthor of I Forgot To
Remember: A Memoir of Amnesia. He lives in Maryland with his wife and children.

Grove Press

Price: AU $39.99           NZ $45.00
ISBN: 9781611856545
Format: C-Format HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
Dimensions: 234h x 156w mm
Extent: 496 pages
Bic1: Blues
Author now living: 97816118565
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Rock Concert
Marc Myers

A lively, entertaining, wide-ranging oral history of the golden age of the rock concert based on over ninety
interviews.

Description
Decades after the rise of rock music in the 1950s, the rock concert retains its allure and its power as a unifying
experience - and as an influential multi-billion-dollar industry. In Rock Concert, acclaimed interviewer Marc Myers sets out
to uncover the history of this compelling phenomenon, weaving together ground-breaking accounts from the people who
were there.

Myers combines the tales of icons like Joan Baez, Ian Anderson, Alice Cooper, Steve Miller, Roger Waters and Angus
Young with figures such as the disc jockeys who first began playing rock on the radio; the audio engineers that developed
new technologies to accommodate ever-growing rock audiences; music journalists, like Rolling Stone's Cameron Crowe;
and the promoters who organized it all, like Michael Lang, co-founder of Woodstock, to create a rounded and vivid
account of live rock's stratospheric rise.

Rock Concert provides a fascinating, immediate look at the evolution of rock 'n' roll through the lens of live performances,
spanning the rise of R&B in the 1950s, through the hippie gatherings of the '60s, to the growing arena tours of the '70s
and '80s. Elvis Presley's gyrating hips, the British Invasion that brought the Beatles in the '60s, the Grateful Dead's free
flowing jams and Pink Floyd's The Wall are just a few of the defining musical acts that drive this rich narrative. Featuring
dozens of key players in the history of rock and filled with colourful anecdotes, Rock Concert will speak to anyone who
has experienced the transcendence of live rock.

About the Author
Marc Myers is a frequent contributor to the Wall Street Journal, where he writes about rock, soul, and jazz, as well as the
arts. He is the author of the critically acclaimed books Anatomy of a Song and Why Jazz Happened, and posts daily at
JazzWax.com, winner of the 2015 Jazz Journalists Association's award for Jazz Blog of the Year.

Grove Press

Price: AU $39.99           NZ $45.00
ISBN: 9781611856538
Format: C-Format HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
Dimensions: 234h x 156w mm
Extent: 320 pages
Bic1: Rock & Pop music
Author now living: 97816118565
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 A Cry From the Far Middle
P. J. O'Rourke

An analysis of the present political moment, and the anger that defines it, from bestselling author and
acclaimed satirist P.J. O'Rourke.

Description
P.J. O'Rourke says we've worked ourselves into a state of anger and perplexity, and it's no surprise because perplexed
and angry is what America has always been all about. This uproarious look at the current state of the United States
includes essays like 'The New Puritanism - and Welcome to It,' about the upside of being 'woke' (and unable to get back
to sleep); 'Sympathy vs. Empathy,' which considers whether it's better to have an idea of how people feel or to bust their
skulls to get inside their heads; 'A Brief Digression on the Additional Hell of the Internet of Things' because your juicer is
sending fake news to your FitBit about what's in your refrigerator; and many more.

A couple of extra perks include a quiz to determine where you stand on the spectrum of 'Coastals vs. Heartlanders' and a
'An Inauguration Speech I'd Like To Hear:' ask not what your country can do for you. Ask me how I can get the hell out of
here. Featuring extensive coverage from the 2020 campaign trail, this is P.J. at his acerbic best.

About the Author
P.J. O'Rourke has written eighteen books on subjects as diverse as politics and cars and etiquette and economics. He is
a columnist for the Daily Beast. He lives in rural New England, as far away from the things he writes about as he can get.

Grove Press

Price: AU $22.99           NZ $24.99
ISBN: 9781611854558
Format: B
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 198h x 129w mm
Extent: 256 pages
Bic1: Politics & government
Author now living: 97816118545
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Louvre
James Gardner

A meticulously crafted, sparkling history of the legendary museum in Paris.

Description
Almost nine million people from all over the world flock to the Louvre in Paris every year to see its incomparable art
collection. Yet few, if any, are aware of the remarkable history of that location and of the buildings themselves, and how
they chronicle the history of Paris itself-a fascinating story that historian James Gardner elegantly tells for the first time.

Before the Louvre was a museum, it was a palace, and before that a fortress. But much earlier still, it was a place called
le Louvre for reasons unknown. People had inhabited that spot for more than 6,000 years before King Philippe Auguste of
France constructed a fortress there in 1191 to protect against English soldiers stationed in Normandy. Two centuries
later, Charles V converted the fortress to one of his numerous royal palaces. After Louis XIV moved the royal residence to
Versailles in 1682, the Louvre inherited the royal art collection, which then included the Mona Lisa, given to Francis by
Leonardo da Vinci; just over a century later, during the French Revolution, the National Assembly established the Louvre
as a museum to display the nation's treasures. Subsequent leaders of France, from Napoleon to Napoleon III to Francois
Mitterand, put their stamp on the museum, expanding it into the extraordinary institution it has become.

With expert detail and keen admiration, James Gardner links the Louvre's past to its glorious present, and vibrantly
portrays how it has been a witness to French history - through the Napoleonic era, the Commune, two World Wars, to this
day - and home to a legendary collection whose diverse origins and back stories create a spectacular narrative that rivals
the building's legendary stature.

About the Author
James Gardner is an art historian and art critic at the Weekly Standard. He has written regularly on Old Master Painting
for the Wall Street Journal and Antiques magazine, where he is a contributing editor. He has been architecture critic for
the New York Observer and New York Sun.

Grove Press

Price: AU $24.99           NZ $27.99
ISBN: 9781611859089
Format: B
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 198h x 129w mm
Extent: 416 pages
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Author now living: 97816118590
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Letters of Great Women
Lucinda Hawksley

A collection of the most inspiring, illuminating, poignant and compelling correspondence from remarkable
women through history.

Description
Letters of Great Women is a collection of the most inspiring, illuminating, poignant and compelling correspondence from
remarkable women through history. Including 100 letters from figures in the arts, politics, entertainment, activism and the
military, as well as ordinary yet remarkable women, historian Lucinda Hawksley has carefully selected diverse,
extraordinary dispatches from women across all walks of life, from all around the world.

Composed of biographical synopses, archival images and the transcribed letters themselves, Letters of Great Women
opens a portal to some of the most significant moments and burning issues in global history, as well as the everyday joys,
sorrows and struggles of women's lives.

About the Author
Lucinda Hawksley is an author, art historian, public speaker and broadcaster. An authority on literature, social history and
women's history, Lucinda has published over 20 books includingLizzie Siddal: The Tragedy of a Pre-Raphaelite
Supermodel andMarch Women March. She is the great-great-great-granddaughter of Charles Dickens, and is a patron of
the Charles Dickens Museum.

Welbeck

Price: AU $49.99           NZ $55.00
ISBN: 9781787394490
Format: Misc HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
Dimensions: 216h x 280w mm
Extent: 224 pages
Bic1: Diaries, letters & journals
Author now living: 97817873944
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Random Maps
Simon Kustenmacher

A collection of entertaining and unusual maps and data that explain how the world works.

Description
What would the world be without maps? How would we orientate ourselves? How would we travel? How could we plan
streets or entire cities? We encounter maps everywhere in everyday life. But they can do much more than just represent
the topography of places.

The geographer Simon Kustenmacher collects exciting, entertaining and useful maps that open up a new perspective on
the world in an extraordinary way. Where on Earth do most people live? What does the world look like from a dolphin's
point of view? What did the world look like in the 17th century? Where in Europe were the last executions carried out?
And how much tip is expected in the different countries?

All maps represent our living environment in an unusual way, explain connections from new perspectives and show how
much fun data and facts are when they are presented in a visually interesting way.

About the Author
Simon Kustenmacher is a rising star globally in the field of data management and insight. He is the co-founder of The
Demographics Group based in Melbourne. He is a columnist with theAustralian newspaper. He loves to share maps and
data that explain how the world works.

Orange Hippo

Price: AU $29.99           NZ $32.99
ISBN: 9781914317064
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: FLEXIBACK
Dimensions: 188h x 233w mm
Extent: 192 pages
Bic1: Geographical reference
Author now living: None 97819143170
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Pepsi & Shirlie - It's All in Black and White
Pepsi Demacque-Crockett,  Shirlie Kemp

A tale of the 80s and pop stardom, from the two singers who found fame as backing singers in Wham! then
going on to form their own band.

Description
We have been inspired now to put our memories on the page after many years of requests, reminiscing of our time in the
spotlight, on and off the stage. And shining a light on our friendship which has endured over 35 years filled with love,
laughter and loss.

The 80s - a time of glitter, big hair and pop music. One duo lit up our lives as members of Wham! before finding their
voice as Pepsi and Shirlie in their own right. Best known for hits such as Heartache and Goodbye Stranger, we get to
hear their side of the story for the first time ever.

From the day that they first met at Finsbury Park tube station, as Shirlie drove to rehearsals, they struck up an immediate
friendship. Though they grew up in different parts of London, their lives bore many similarities. Both raised in big working-
class families, both dreamt of bigger things, and both were united in their love for music.

Their remarkable friendship has withstood the test of time, fame and distance. From the highs of touring with Wham!,
parting ways, going it alone as the pop duo we came to know and love and everything else after.

This is a story of love, heartbreak, determination, and above all the unbreakable bond of friendship.

About the Author
Pepsi and Shirlie are British pop singers, who found fame as backing singers in Wham! going on to form their own band
as Pepsi & Shirlie.

Welbeck

Price: AU $39.99           NZ $45.00
ISBN: 9781787399013
Format: Misc HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
Dimensions: 153h x 234w mm
Extent: 368 pages
Bic1: Memoirs
Author now living: 97817873990
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Bang!! 2
Brian May,  Patrick Moore,  Chris Lintott and  Hannah

The story of the Universe from the moment time and space came into existence at the Big Bang. This third
edition has a new chapter, all-new photography and has been revised and updated to reflect a decade of
new discoveries.

Description
In 2004 a rock star, a TV astronomer and a young research astronomer sat down to write the story of the Universe in the
order in which it happened, from its birth at the Big Bang 13.7 billion years ago, through to its ultimate demise in the
infinitely far future.

The aim of this book is to explain the Big Bang and everything that followed in a way that made sense, in the strict order
in which events occurred, and without using maths, so it would be understandable to everyone, regardless of educational
background. The original edition of Bang! was a bestseller, and a go-to for anyone wanting to understand the story of the
origins and evolution of our Universe that did not duck the science.

Since the first edition, thousands of planets have been discovered, the 'habitable zone' has expanded and a flotilla of new
satellites has explored our own solar system, bringing back fresh images and new science. In this book all the latest
findings about the evolution of stars and galaxies are included, and the current thinking about our ultimate origins. The
latest ideas about Dark Matter and Dark Energy are explained, all illustrated with new images from the world's largest
telescopes and space missions.

This is the new, updated, popular guide to 'Life, the Universe, and Everything' - The Complete History of the Universe.

About the Author
Brian May, CBE, PhD, ARCS, FRAS is a founding member of the rock group Queen, a world-renowned guitarist,
songwriter, producer and performer, authority on 3-D stereoscopic photography, a passionate campaigner for animal
rights and welfare, an advocate for political and social change, and a PhD astronomer. His thesis 'A Survey of Radial
Velocities in the Zodiacal Dust Cloud' was published in 2007, and he has written seven books. Brian was Chancellor of
Liverpool John Moores University 2008-13, has received three Honorary Doctorates and holds the post of visiting
researcher at Imperial College. Asteroid 52665 Brianmay was named in his honour, and he was appointed Science Team
Collaborator for NASA, compiling the first ever stereo images of Pluto, Comet 67/P Churyumov-Gerasimenko, and the
asteroids Ultima Thule and Bennu.Sir Patrick Moore is best remembered as the presenter of the world's longest running
television programme - BBC TV'sThe Sky at Night - which was first broadcast in 1957. He is the author of more than 80
books, and has played a unique role in astronomy education and popularizing science through six decades. He was
knighted in 2001, the same year he was appointed an Honorary Fellow of the Royal Society. In 2002 Buzz Aldrin
presented him with a BAFTA award for services to television. He passed in 2012 and the Science Museum acquired a
large collection of his objects and papers.Christopher Lintott, PhD, FRAS is a British astrophysicist, author and
broadcaster. He is a Professor of Astrophysics at the University of Oxford and is the founder of both Galaxy Zoo and the
Zooniverse that grew from it. Chris is interested in how galaxies form and evolve, and how citizen science can change theWelbeck

Price: AU $39.99           NZ $45.00
ISBN: 9781787398276
Format: Misc HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
Dimensions: 180h x 220w mm
Extent: 200 pages
Bic1: Popular astronomy & space
Author now living: 97817873982
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Chilling Cocktails
Jason Ward

A compendium of 50 drinks inspired by the most frightening horror stories ever written. Each recipe is
accompanied by dark and compelling facts and anecdotes about the inspiring story; and a selection of
complementary snack ideas are also sprinkled throughout.

Description
Did Silence of the Lambs leave you reaching for a smooth bottle of dry red wine?
After reading The Shining did you have an unaccountable urge to sip a red rum concoction?
And did Bram Stoker's Dracula induce a craving for... well, perhaps the less said about that the better.

If so, fear not - you are not alone! Chilling Cocktails is a creepy compendium of 50 drinks inspired by the most frightening
horror stories ever written. Each delicious recipe is accompanied by dark and compelling facts and anecdotes about the
inspiring story, certain to get you in the mood for a cool refreshment.

What's more, if you can keep your appetite after reading the grisly details, a selection of complementary snack ideas are
also sprinkled throughout. Try pairing 'Dracula's Kiss' with some 'Night of the Living Dead Cheddar Bites'. Or 'Carrie's
Prom Punch' with 'Paranormal eggtivity Deviled Eggs'.

The perfect gift for the horror and booze fan in your life, Chilling Cocktails is all you need to get the party started for your
next horror movie night or Halloween party - just make sure the doors and windows are locked first!

About the Author
Jason Ward is a writer and journalist based in Glasgow, Scotland. He has written about film for publications including
theGuardian,Little White Lies andDazed, as well as the booksMovie Star Chronicles and1001 Movies You Must See
Before You Die. He is also the author of books includingShould You Buy This Book? andEdgar Allan Poe's Puzzles From
Beyond the Grave. As a child, he once stayed up late to watchNight of the Living Dead on TV and has never gotten over
it.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Fashion Sourcebook 1920s
Charlotte Fiell, introduction by Emmanuelle Dirix

This sourcebook documents the season-by-season fashions of the Twenties' Jazz Age with over 500 original
photograph and prints. Includes analyses and biographies of the key designers and fashion houses of the
period.

Description
'There isn't a more comprehensive source to Twenties fashion that I can think of ... An absolute must for anyone
interested in Twenties fashion or art deco' - Style High Club

'A source of all the styles, colours, shapes, and silhouettes of the Golden Twenties' - Vogue Germany

Containing page after page of fabulous Twenties fashions, this exhaustive sourcebook documents the season-by-season
fashions of the Twenties' Jazz Age with an impressive selection of over 500 original photograph and prints.

This is an essential handbook for all fashion historians, students and vintage enthusiasts with its beautifully beaded
dresses, cloche hats and strappy shoes. It reveals the daring elegance of the fashionable flappers who came to define
this remarkable era of female emancipation.

With an informative introduction by fashion historian Emmanuelle Dirix, discover the biographies of the key designers and
fashion houses of the period, follow the evolving fashion trends and uncover a fascinating analysis of the emerging
fashion industry from haute couture to ready-to-wear.

About the Author
Charlotte Fiell is a leading design historian who has written numerous bestselling books on all aspects of design. She
studied at the British Institute in Florence, Camberwell College of Arts in London, and later trained at Sotheby's Institute,
also in London.Emmanuelle Dirix is a highly regarded fashion historian and curator. She lectures on Critical and Historical
studies at Winchester School of Art, Central Saint Martins, the Royal College of Art and the Antwerp Fashion Academy.
She regularly contributes to exhibition catalogues and academic volumes. Recent projects include the exhibition and
bookUnravel: Knitwear in Fashion,Fashion Sourcebook 1920s and1930s Fashion: the Definitive Sourcebook.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Fashion Sourcebook 1930s
Charlotte Fiell, introduction by Emmanuelle Dirix

This sourcebook is a season-by-season appraisal of the fashions of the 1930s, with over 600 photos and
illustrations. Includes analysis of the significance of the fashions, and the key designers and fashion
houses.

Description
Out of the turbulence of the 1930s emerged a fashion revolution. Framed by two world-changing events, the economic
crash of 1929 and the outbreak of the Second World War, unparalleled ingenuity and inventiveness from haute couture to
the home-seamstress saw new trends emerge and thrive.

Despite economic and material constraints, many of the silhouettes that emerged from this decade still inform how we
dress today. This is decade of the skirt suit, sportswear-as-daywear, jersey fabrics and trousers. In Hollywood, the silver
screen was filled with icons with slinky satin gowns, marking a new and overtly sensual direction within women's fashion
design.

Many of these original, never-seen-before images in this fabulous collection have been selected from popular fashion
publications of the day, mail-order catalogues, and Hollywood studio press shots, including material from Chic Parisien,
Harper's Bazaar, Sears, La Femme Chic and top film studios Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, RKO and Paramount.

Fashion Sourcebook 1930s is an essential guide for any vintage enthusiast.

About the Author
Charlotte Fiell is a leading design historian who has written numerous bestselling books on all aspects of design. She
studied at the British Institute in Florence, Camberwell College of Arts in London, and later trained at Sotheby's Institute,
also in London.Emmanuelle Dirix is a highly regarded fashion historian and curator. She lectures on Critical and Historical
studies at Winchester School of Art, Central Saint Martins, the Royal College of Art and the Antwerp Fashion Academy.
She regularly contributes to exhibition catalogues and academic volumes. Recent projects include the exhibition and
bookUnravel: Knitwear in Fashion,Fashion Sourcebook 1920s and1930s Fashion: the Definitive Sourcebook.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Fashion Sourcebook 1940s
Charlotte Fiell, introduction by Emmanuelle Dirix

This sourcebook is a season-by-season fashion evolution of the Forties, featuring original photos and
illustrations. Includes analysis of the social, economic and cultural factors that influenced this period, and
information about the major designers.

Description
From the ashes of the Second World War arose inventive and forward-thinking designs, the likes of which had never been
seen in fashion before, or since.

The early Forties were defined by thriftiness and practicality, but the latter half of the decade saw an explosion of
elegance. Fashion Sourcebook 1940s is an extensive survey that brings together previously unpublished photography
and beautifully drawn illustrations to provide a comprehensive overview of the period, from the austerity of the war years
to the introduction of Dior's revolutionary 'New Look', and the rise of Hollywood glamour.

From haute couture to ready-to-wear, follow the season-by-season fashion evolution of the Forties. Featuring images of
the decade's icons such as Joan Bennett, Veronica Lake and Barbara Stanwyck, and designers including Dior, Lucien
Lelong, Balmain, Nina Ricci, and Worth.

Including an introduction by fashion historian Emmanuelle Dirix, discover the different trends of the period and uncover
the biographies of the decade's lauded designers in an in-depth look to who shaped the 1940s fashion world.

About the Author
Charlotte Fiell is a leading design historian who has written numerous bestselling books on all aspects of design. She
studied at the British Institute in Florence, Camberwell College of Arts in London, and later trained at Sotheby's Institute,
also in London.Emmanuelle Dirix is a highly regarded fashion historian and curator. She lectures on Critical and Historical
studies at Winchester School of Art, Central Saint Martins, the Royal College of Art and the Antwerp Fashion Academy.
She regularly contributes to exhibition catalogues and academic volumes. Recent projects include the exhibition and
bookUnravel: Knitwear in Fashion,Fashion Sourcebook 1920s and1930s Fashion: the Definitive Sourcebook.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 YouTube World Records 2021
Adrian Besley

YouTube World Records 2021 showcases the greatest feats ever recorded on the file-sharing website.

Description
YouTube is the world's most-visited video sharing site (and second most-visited site). It is home to over 100 million videos
and contains a host of amazing clips, many documenting incredible feats of human endeavour and endurance. YouTube
World Records 2021 is the first glorious interactive celebration of these heroic and often jaw-dropping efforts.

This 2021 revised and updated edition is super-powered with on-the-page links to over 200 amazing videos and
showcases the greatest feats ever recorded on the file-sharing website. From the record Porsche slalom to the longest
high heels truck pull and from the fastest building demolition to the fastest robot fish, YouTube World Records 2021 has it
covered. This unique collection contains a host of amazing feats, stunts and tricks - it's the ultimate celebration of the
world's greatest records.

About the Author
Adrian Besley is the bestselling author ofThe Most Amazing YouTube Videos Ever,The Most Awesome YouTube Videos
Ever andThe Best of YouTube. He is the author of than 30 celebrated books includingThe Dangerous Book for Idiots
andMonty Python's Hidden Treasures.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 FIFA World Football Records 2022
Keir Radnedge

This latest edition includes updated stats and stories for all major nations, plus fact-filled reviews of the
rescheduled UEFA EURO 2020 and Copa America.

Description
FIFA World Football Records 2022 offers a unique presentation of facts and stats from the world of international football.
Focusing simultaneously on all the major world and continental tournaments, national team records, exceptional matches
and the stars who made it all possible, this exhaustively researched volume tells the stories of these key moments and
some of the tales behind them.

- Updated stats and facts for all recent major tournaments, awards and international teams.
- The latest record-breaking achievements of more than 35 featured nations from around the world, including a sidebar
with key stats, as well as updates and records for most of the other 170+ FIFA members.

About the Author
Keir Radnedge has covered football for more than 50 years and written dozens of books on the subject. As a journalist,
he worked for theDaily Mail and theGuardian and was General Editor ofWorld Soccer, the most respected English-
language publication on the world game.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Sketchbook Challenge
Molly Egan

Want to draw for pleasure? In Sketchbook Challenge, illustrator Molly Egan shares prompts and ideas to get
you started, encouraging risk-taking and experimentation.

Description
Many people would love to learn to draw for pleasure, but don't know where to start. Being faced with a blank page can
be daunting - even for a professional artist. In Sketchbook Challenge, illustrator Molly Egan shares prompts and ideas to
get you started, encouraging risk-taking and experimentation.

The book is split into three sections: Warm Up, for 5- to 10-minute exercises designed to stretch your muscles; Weekday,
for guided creative drawing prompts for limited time; and Weekend, for open-ended, in-depth creative explorations. In
addition to the exercises, Molly provides details on how to build an art kit and encourages artistic exploration beyond the
pages of the book.

Sketching is fun and therapeutic, and Sketchbook Challenge will be the springboard to unleash your creativity and
discover your own style.

About the Author
Molly Egan is an illustrator based in South Philadelphia. When she's not working, she can be found baking pies, playing
board games, and hanging with her dog Mona. @mollytheillustrator
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Little Book of the Ashes 10 copy mix pack
A&U Point of Sale

Includes 10 copies of The Little Book of the Ashes plus a free display copy.

Description
Includes 10 copies of The Little Book of the Ashes plus a free display copy.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Little Book of the Ashes
Orange Hippo!

With over 135 years of Ashes history, here's a collection of the best quotes and defining moments.

Description
The greatest quotes and most defining moments

No contest in cricket comes close to matching The Ashes for drama, passion and sporting theatre.

When England and Australia go head to head, two countries hold their collective breath and prepare for a roller-coaster
ride of power, pride, pain and victory at all costs. But it's also about respect - a love of the game and the realisation that
two great sporting nations are entwined through one of sport's greatest rivalries.

With over 135 years of Ashes history, here's a collection of the best quotes and defining moments - from 'Bodyline' to
'Botham's Ashes', from Lord's to the Gabba, from 'The Don' to 'The Barmy army'.

'In my day, 58 cans from Sydney to London would have virtually classified you as a teetotaller.' - Ian Chappel, in 1989,
after being told David Boon drank 58 cans of beer on the flight.

'If you turn the bat over there's instructions on the back.' - Merv Hughes to Graeme Hick after yet another play and miss.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Little Guide to Betty White
Orange Hippo!

This little book contains over 150 quotes from Betty, along with fact bites on her career highlights, that will
entertain and uplift the reader.

Description
The Little Guide to Betty White captures the humor, tenacity, optimism and candor of this beloved comedian, actress, and
legend in her own time. In honor of Betty's illustrious 80-plus-year career - from radio and TV variety shows to game
shows and sitcoms, from Sue Ann Nivens in The Mary Tyler Moore Show to Rose Nylund in The Golden Girls - this
celebration of her famous catchphrases, quips, one-liners, and words of wisdom delivers her own brand of quick-fired
laughs to her millions of fans.

One of the hardest-working actresses of all time and a tiny powerhouse of talent, Betty's gained a multigenerational fan
base who are drawn to her comedic talent and plucky positivity - characteristics that have seen her make the most of her
exceptional life and career while remaining authentic, humble, and down to earth. As she approaches her 100th birthday
in January 2022, Betty continues to trailblaze as an entertainer and amuse ever-new audiences.

A celebration of actress and comedian Betty White's famous catchphrases, quips, one-liners, and words of wisdom.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Joe Biden (Quotes to Live By)
Orange Hippo!

A collection of over 170 quotes from one of America's most beloved politicians, spanning family, faith, loss and
of course politics.

Description
Joe Biden: Quotes to Live By is an inspiring and hilarious collection of over 170 quotes from one of America's most
beloved politicians.

Homespun, caring and empathetic, Joe is the nation's uncle, but his sometimes bizarre and baffling remarks can seem
misjudged at best and offensive at worst, even when they are the innocent result of his no-filter plainspeak.

With his fascinating backstory, from conquering his famous stutter and his humble middle-class upbringing, to becoming
the youngest senator elected to Congress at the time, to the deep tragedy of the loss of his young wife and baby
daughter, and later his son Beau, to his light-hearted bromance with President Obama, Joe has an unparalleled ability to
connect with the ordinary 'joe'. Despite his tendency for foot-in-the-mouth gaffes, his integrity, moral fortitude and
patriotism shine from his words, revealing a dedicated public servant, devoted family man, person of faith and ardent
American.You will find his thoughts on success, and his many failures, along with his hopes and dreams for the American
people - because it's always the people whom he serves.

Joe Biden has said, 'In this world, emotion has become suspect. The accepted style is smooth, antiseptic and
passionless', which is certainly something that could never be said about him.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Little Book of New York
Orange Hippo!

Full of trivia, historical facts and more, this book tells you all you need to know about the city that never sleeps,
from its iconic landmarks to the world-class museums and theaters that put NYC on the world map.

Description
New York City is one of the most visited cities in the world, attracting about 65 million visitors every year. On first
impression, it is loud, busy, and expensive, with New Yorkers fighting against the crowds to get to the other side of 42nd
Street and yellow taxicabs speeding down Broadway. Many residents are squeezed into tenement buildings and
skyscrapers where rents are sky-high and apartments are small, but still - there's something special about America's
beloved Big Apple.

Packed with trivia, historical facts and more, The Little Book of New York tells you all you need to know about the city that
never sleeps. From its iconic landmarks to the world-class museums and theaters that put NYC on the world map, this
manual is a must for those who love the Big Apple, for those who are yet to visit, and for those desperate to return.

'London is satisfied, Paris is resigned, but New York is always hopeful. Always it believes that something good is about to
come off, and it must hurry to meet it.' - Dorothy Parker

In nineteenth-century New York, enough oysters were consumed to use their shells to pave Pearl Street in Manhattan
and to use as lime for the Trinity Church masonry.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Little Book of London
Orange Hippo!

This compilation of some of the things that make London one of the greatest cities on earth is a fun and
insightful look at the city's history and culture.

Description
London is one of the most visited cities in the world, attracting around 30 million visitors every year. But why is it that the
UK's capital city has such pulling power? From its foundation in Roman times over 2,000 years ago, we take a look at the
things that have shaped this magnificent city and made it the fascinating destination that it is today.

'You find no man, at all intellectual, who is willing to leave London. No, Sir, when a man is tired of London, he is tired of
life; for there is in London all that life can afford' - Samuel Johnson

'In London, everyone is different, and that means anyone can fit in' - Paddington Bear

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Story of Ferrari
Welbeck

The Story of Ferrari charts the history of this legendary marque, including the design and engineering
philosophies, iconic models, and stories of Ferrari's victories and adversities on the Formula 1 track.

Description
The Story of Ferrari is a pocket-sized and exceptionally designed celebration of the legendary manufacturer.

Speed, luxury, excellence and innovation have defined Ferrari as the world's most revered car manufacturer for more
than 70 years. In The Story of Ferrari, every key aspect of the Prancing Horse's history is explored and showcased, from
the first car built under the Ferrari name in 1947 through to the global giant and cultural force it has become today.

Delving into the design and engineering philosophies instilled by Enzo Ferrari, this book highlights the most iconic models
across decades of Ferrari history, including the 125 S, F40, Testarossa and Enzo. Ferrari is also the most successful
name in motorsport, with 16 Formula 1 Constructors' Championship titles to its name. The stories of its victories and
adversities on the track, as well as the drivers and engineers who helped make it such a success, are covered here as
well.

Filled with stunning imagery and insightful commentary, The Story of Ferrari charts the history of this legendary marque in
a package worthy of the name.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Story of Mini
Welbeck

Touching on the Mini's impact on pop culture, as well as the racing heritage cultivated by the legendary John
Cooper, and filled with imagery and commentary, The Story of Mini charts the history of this beloved brand.

Description
The Story of Mini is a pocket-sized and beautifully illustrated celebration of the iconic car.

For more than 60 years, the Mini has been one of the most beloved and instantly recognisable cars on the road. From its
humble beginnings with the British Motor Corporation in 1959, to the modern BMW-backed models of today, The Story of
Mini tells the story of the car and the unique culture that has built up around it.

Exploring the evolution of Mini design from the original two-door model - the most popular British car of all time - through
to the diverse range of Minis available today, this book is an exceptionally designed tribute to the marque, and the people
who helped create it.

Touching on the Mini's impact on pop culture, as well as the racing heritage cultivated by the legendary John Cooper, and
filled with stunning imagery and insightful commentary, The Story of Mini charts the history of this beloved brand in a
small but perfectly formed package.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Little Book of Meditation
Beleta Greenaway

The Little Book of Meditation is a simple introduction to the practice of meditation.

Description
This fascinating and uplifting book shows how meditation benefits mental and physical health, aids the development of
psychic ability and can even enhance a religious experience. Whether you want to learn about chakra healing, crystals,
totem animals or colour meditation, the Little Book of Meditation is the perfect introductory guide, teaching you to avoid
becoming overwhelmed by unwanted psychic experiences and outlining several simple meditations for the reader to try.

Crystal Meditation: Using crystals alongside of meditation is fast becoming popular. The vibrational frequencies of each
different stone encourage the soul to experience different moods, which influence the way we think and feel.
Amethyst: If you are not feeling well, amethyst would be a good healing crystal and it can soothe a troubled mind. It is
also said to be helpful after surgery or a prolonged illness as it can restore energy patterns. Many people keep a piece of
amethyst by the bedside to ensure a good night's sleep.

About the Author
Beleta Greenaway has more than a hint of Romany hidden in her genes. As a young woman, she trained as a palmist
with the great Mir Bashir, studying both the Indian and Western traditions. She then developed her clairvoyant and Tarot
skills, building a large and very devoted clientele. Now semi-retired from giving readings, Beleta is now a full-time author
writing on Palmistry, Clairvoyance and New Age.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Little Book of Detox
Sonia Jones

An introduction to everything you need to enhance your life by means of detox.

Description
Although it may be small in size, the Little Book of Detox punches well above its weight. For those who want to
understand the way the body reacts to good and bad foods, this book will give you the answers. It demonstrates how to
rid the body of dangerous toxins and the effect that this will have, as well as exploring how things like de-cluttering the
home and workplace or changing the products that you use in your house can help the mind and emotions to detoxify.

Notes about fibre:
· Natural fibre from whole foods promotes good health
· Provides bulk, making stools softer and easier to pass
· It's the perfect food for friendly bacteria
· Soluble fibre helps to lower levels of cholesterol
· Speeds up the transition of waste - this ensures that auto-intoxication is kept to a minimum
· Helps to keep blood sugar levels stable; less insulin is produced
· Makes us feel full and less likely to overeat.

About the Author
Sonia Jones is a fully qualified and expert nutritionalist who works in a wellness clinic in a hotel in Panama, helping those
who need a lifestyle change to achieve it. She has an amazing breadth of knowledge of the body and digestion. Sonia is
an expert in reflexology, body brushing, lifestyle training and much more, and she is even a considerable artist. Sadly, her
much loved husband died last year from cancer, but she is continuing her work at the Panama clinic alone. Sonia is the
author ofSimply Reflexology.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 40 Ways to Fold a Napkin
OH Editions

40 ways to turn your meal into a tablescaped event - from simple folds to elegant knots, quirky envelopes and
more. There are even some special folds for Christmas, Thanksgiving, Easter, Chinese New Year and
more.

Description
In 40 Ways to Fold a Napkin you will discover 40 ways to turn your meal into a tablescaped event, worthy of an Instagram
post. From simple folds that can hold cutlery to elegant knots, quirky envelopes and more, your event will instantly
become more refined and classy. There are even some special folds for Christmas, Thanksgiving, Easter, Chinese New
Year and more.

From birthdays to DIY weddings, dinner parties or just a Friday night at home for two, this stylish guide is for anyone who
loves to entertain. Make every meal an event by folding your napkins.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Lunar Oracle
Liberty Phi

In this card and book set, Liberty explains the moon phases, moon journaling, how the moon affects each
zodiac sign, and gives details on how to use the 36 moon cards to improve your life - whether it's when you
need a little guidance, or for some everyday inspiration.

Description
The world seems like a chaotic place right now - many things seem out of our control, which can feel scary and unsettling.
In the Lunar Oracle, Liberty Phi teaches that harnessing the power of the lunar phases can help you make sense of
what's happening around you and may even unleash some moon magic.

Harnessing the power of the moon can give us control over our lives. The moon is always changing but remains constant;
understanding this is something that helps us manage change with confidence. We need to learn to negotiate the ebb and
flow of change, much like the ocean's tides which are so influenced by the moon's gravitational pull. In this stunning card
and book box set, Liberty explains the moon phases, moon journalling, how the moon affects each zodiac sign, and gives
details on how to use the 36 moon cards to improve your life - whether it's when you need a little guidance, or for some
everyday inspiration.

Life is never static and change always occurs; this knowledge is our friend and not something to be feared. The Lunar
Oracle will teach you to trust the moon's constancy and its continual disappearance and re-emergence over the course of
the lunar cycle, and will empower you to embrace the magic of the moon.

About the Author
With her sun in Taurus, Aquarius ascendant and Moon in Cancer, Liberty Phi utilises earth, air and water to inspire her
own astrological journey.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Instant Magic Oracle
Semra Haksever

A fun, magical guide by expert witch Semra Haksever, that will help you to navigate whatever life throws at
you. Incorporates spells, rituals, manifestations and more.

Description
In these challenging times, the world seems an unpredictable and scary place. However, the answer to all of life's
questions, both big and small, lie within us - your higher self can give you some cosmic insight. Instant Magic Oracle is a
fun, magical guide by expert witch Semra Haksever, that will help you to navigate whatever life throws at you.

The way to use the book is simple: take a few deep breaths, run your fingers along the edge of the book while thinking of
a question you would like the answer to. When the time feels right, open the book and read the spiritual guidance. You
might be encouraged to call a friend, set some intentions in time for the new moon, or the page could contain a spell to
cast. Many people love the idea of injecting some magic into their lives but may not have the time. Semra combines her
knowledge of witchcraft and spells to make this a one-of-a-kind magical book that can help you to navigate your life,
instantly.

Whether you want some magic every day, or to dip in just now and again for some clarity, this is the book for you.

About the Author
Semra Haksever was a fashion stylist for over a decade before becoming a bohemian entrepreneur and starting Mama
Moon, a bespoke collection of magical scented candles and potions. She has practised reiki, crystal therapy and moon
rituals for over 20 years, and has always held the desire to create ritualistic tools that are accessible to all.

Orange Hippo

Price: AU $29.99           NZ $32.99
ISBN: 9781914317026
Format: Misc HB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 126h x 156w mm
Extent: 512 pages
Bic1: Mind, Body, Spirit
Author now living: 97819143170
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Spirit of Nature Oracle
John Matthews, illustrated by Will Worthington

In this card-and-book pack, the Green Man's tree wisdom and the Celtic Ogam tree alphabet combine to bring
you an oracle of immense power.

Description
The Green Man is an ancient and popular icon of the natural world - the very spirit of nature. Here, in this remarkable
pack, his tree wisdom and the Celtic Ogam tree alphabet combine to bring you an oracle of immense power.

The beautifully illustrated deck of 25 cards depicts each of the trees that make up this ancient Celtic alphabet. The Green
Man is present in every image - sometimes obvious, sometimes hidden - inviting you to enter his world. You will discover
tree lore, myths and symbolism, and you will learn the innermost meaning of each card, and how this age-old knowledge
can guide you in your life today.

About the Author
John Matthews is a leading authority on the tarot and Grail and Arthurian legends, and has acted as advisor on several
motion pictures, including Jerry Bruckheimer'sKing Arthur. A prolific author, he has created a number of successful
divinatory systems based on early spiritual beliefs.Will Worthington has worked as an illustrator for the last thirty years.
He has contributed his distinctive art to many titles, includingThe Wildwood Tarot,The Druid Plant Oracle andThe
DruidCraft Tarot.

Welbeck Balance

Price: AU $49.99           NZ $55.00
ISBN: 9781800691193
Format: Kit
Package Type: BOOK WITH CD
Dimensions: 148h x 205w mm
Extent: 128 pages
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Author now living: 97818006911
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Hope... is the Thing
Susan Elizabeth Clark

A little exploration of the role of Hope. Featuring inspirational quotes about the value and importance of Hope
and inspiring stories of the way Hope weaves through the fabric of our shared and private lives.

Description
This book will make you more hopeful.

Hope - it's a little word but one that carries so much weight. Like love, it's something we cannot see, smell or hold yet we
all know it exists.

Hope... is the Thing reminds us that, whatever circumstances we may be facing, Hope enables us to carry on. It is 'the
thing' none of us would want to live without. Throughout the book - which is filled with inspirational quotes, exercises,
affirmations and more - Susan Elizabeth Clark will teach you that Hope will always show up if you make space for it, and
that being Hopeful is like a superpower.

This little book will show you how to choose Hope when things don't go your way, and embrace all the magic it will bring
to your life.

About the Author
Susan Elizabeth Clark is a self-help writer who specialises in shining a light on those topics that can help people
overcome their challenges to live their best lives. She does not shy away from the thornier difficulties we may face as we
navigate through life. Susan lives in West Yorkshire with her kelpie dog.

Welbeck Balance

Price: AU $19.99           NZ $22.99
ISBN: 9781914317002
Format: Misc HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
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Extent: 224 pages
Bic1: Assertiveness, motivation & self-esteem
Author now living: 97819143170
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Kindness... is the New Cool
Susan Elizabeth Clark

An exploration of the importance and meaning of Kindness in our lives; how to get more of it, give more of it
and, how to live a life of kindness. Includes inspirational quotes.

Description
This book will make you kinder.

Kindness - it is available to everybody, all of the time, and best of all, it is absolutely free. Plus, it is contagious and, once
released, will happily run rampant.

In Kindness... is the New Cool, Susan Elizabeth Clark will teach you that adopting a Kindness practice will not only make
you feel good, it will open doors for you to realise your dreams. Featuring exercises, affirmations, rituals and more, Susan
will teach you how to spread Kindness on a daily basis, making the world a better place for everyone.

Choosing the path of Kindness can heal rifts, improve your health, and will change your life for the better, and this little
book will show you just how to do it.

About the Author
Susan Elizabeth Clark is a self-help writer who specialises in shining a light on those topics that can help people
overcome their challenges to live their best lives. She does not shy away from the thornier difficulties we may face as we
navigate through life. Susan lives in West Yorkshire with her kelpie dog.

Welbeck Balance

Price: AU $19.99           NZ $22.99
ISBN: 9781914317019
Format: Misc HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
Dimensions: 125h x 180w mm
Extent: 224 pages
Bic1: Assertiveness, motivation & self-esteem
Author now living: 97819143170
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Better Late Than Never
Emma Mahony, foreword by Sari Solden

Emma Mahony explores ADHD as a mental health issue, revealing her own journey with late diagnosis whilst
offering readers advice on how to understand and cope with this complex disorder.

Description
Everything - and nothing - changed once Emma Mahony was diagnosed with ADHD at the age of 52. In Better Late Than
Never she seeks to reduce the stigma around diagnosis as an adult, and provides support for anyone who finds
themselves in the same situation or thinks they may suffer from ADHD.

Offering helpful advice alongside Emma's experience, subjects covered include:

- Seeking diagnosis later in life
- Getting a diagnosis
- How ADHD can present and how it varies between men and women
- Medication and self-medication
- Getting help
- Heritability
- Thriving beyond diagnosis

So much can be done to help sufferers of ADHD. This book will help you to survive and to thrive.

About the Author
Since her diagnosis, Emma has re-trained as a teacher. She also works as a freelance journalist. Emma is the author of
two books published by HarperCollins -Double Trouble (Twins and How to Survive Them), andStand and Deliver (And
Other Brilliant Ways to Give Birth). Her passion is to share her experience and what she has learned to help the growing
number of people diagnosed later in life, to understand this complex disorder.

Welbeck Balance

Price: AU $29.99           NZ $32.99
ISBN: 9781801290487
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 135h x 216w mm
Extent: 224 pages
Bic1: Coping with illness & specific conditions
Author now living: 97818012904
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Mensa Riddles & Conundrums Pack
Robert Allen

A book and games pack with more than 100 games, puzzles and activities.

Description
The Mensa Riddles and Conundrums Pack explores some of the most fascinating areas of puzzling pleasure.

As well as some really challenging lateral-thinking puzzles and brain-befuddling riddles, it contains a variety of ingenious
games designed to challenge the most demanding mind. There are lateral-thinking problems of great cunning, ancient
games from China and Siam, and a host of original puzzles that will stretch ingenuity to breaking point.

It is rare to find such a diverse collection of puzzles and games in one place. They call for a wide variety of puzzling skills
and will keep readers pleasurably engrossed for many, many hours!

Contains more than 50 fiendishly difficult riddles and conundrums; double-sided game board with dice and counters;
tangram set; pentominoes set; matchsticks; jailbreak game.

About the Author
Robert Allen was the Editorial Director of Mensa Publications. He was highly involved with Mensa for much of his life and
wrote a huge amount of puzzle, game and self-help books.

Welbeck

Price: AU $49.99           NZ $55.00
ISBN: 9781787399310
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: BOXED SETS
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Extent: 72 pages
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Unlock! Escape Adventure Puzzle Book
Jason Ward

There are three 'rooms' to be solved with multiple challenges that need to be overcome to provide a means of
escape, all based on the popular Unlock! card game. More than 150 artworks are included to provide the
reader with all of the information they need to solve the puzzles.

Description
Based on the hit card game that has sold millions of copies around the world, the Unlock! Escape Adventure Puzzle Book
provides a new way to enjoy the popular Unlock! Escape Adventure series.

Immerse yourself in this colourful escape-room experience, which can be enjoyed either at home on your own or with a
group. There are three adventures for you to challenge yourself against, each with their own charming narrative:

Enter a secret underground lab to recover a mysterious and important serum that has the potential to drastically change
the world!

The dastardly Professor NoSide has trapped you in his lair! With the help of a friendly mouse, can you free yourself in
time to foil his evil plans?

Your friend Professor Tempus has disappeared, just as you arrived to experiment with his time machine. Can you solve
the mystery before our timeline is damaged forever?

Are you up to the challenge? You will have to use all of your wits, logic and skill to solve these puzzles, escape and SAVE
THE WORLD!

About the Author
Jason Ward is a celebrated entertainment writer and puzzle creator. His work has appeared in theGuardian,Little White
Lies,Dazed,Curzon,The Quietus andIdeasMag.Asmodee Group is a leading international company dedicated to bringing
great games and amazing stories to all corners of the world. Featuring board games such as Catan, Pandemic, Ticket to
Ride and Dobble, Asmodee sells millions of units of board, card, miniature and role-playing games every year.

Welbeck

Price: AU $24.99           NZ $27.99
ISBN: 9781787395992
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 150h x 210w mm
Extent: 224 pages
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Fabulous Food Boards (kit)
Anna Helm Baxter

Create your own delicious and inspiring snack boards for mealtimes, special occasions, and holidays with the
Fabulous Food BoardsKit.

Description
Create fabulous, enticing food spreads with this all-you-need kit that includes a step-by-step guidebook, wooden serving
board, cheese knives, and ramekins. Food boards are amazingly versatile and are sure to have a little something for
everyone at your table, even the most selective eaters. Whether you want to make a weeknight meal more interesting or
wow guests at your next get-together, the Fabulous Food Boards Kit delivers with incredible presentation ideas that go
beyond the classic charcuterie board. Use the book to explore different themes and taste palettes and then recreate them
on the board that comes with each kit. Through beautiful, full-color photographs and step-by-step assembly instructions,
you'll be able to easily recreate the artful and unique arrangements of each food board.

Fabulous Food Boards Kit includes:
- Sturdy carry box with handle
- 1 96-page guidebook
- 1 wooden serving board
- 4 cheese knives

With arrangements for every occasion, including major holidays, engagements and weddings, birthdays, baby showers,
sports games, and more, the Fabulous Food Boards Kit will help you create the board of your dreams.

About the Author
Anna Helm Baxter is a food writer, recipe developer, and food stylist. She started her career working for Jamie Oliver
before moving to New York where she has worked across almost every food media outlet including many major magazine
publications and network TV shows. Anna lives, cooks, and writes in New Jersey with her husband and two children. She
likes insanely spicy food, making elaborate birthday cakes, and saving room for dessert.

Chartwell

Price: AU $45.00           NZ $49.99
ISBN: 9780785840206
Format: Kit
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Sweet Talk Cookies
Hayley Callaway

In Sweet Talk Cookies, you'll find dozens of sweet but sassy cookie designs with customizable messages from
Instagram star Hayley Cakes and Cookies.

Description
Finally, a cookie book that's sweet and sassy! Sweet Talk Cookies has gloriously out-of-the-ordinary cookie designs. If
you're sick of the same-old cookies, if you cant possibly decorate another bland tree or stocking, look no further. Hayley
Callaway, founder of Hayley Cakes and Cookies (@thehayleycakes), has just what you need-whether thats a taco truck
and message cookie that says "Feed me and tell me Im pretty" or a T-rex hanging Christmas lights. When it comes to
designs, this is a book filled with cookies that have character, for year-round fun.

Chapters span the seasons, including both holiday-related motifs and designs that simply celebrate something like
summer fun (helllooo snow cones!). If you're looking to really make these cookies your own, you'll love the creative
lettering workshop. Once you master the art of writing with icing, you can customize to your hearts content!Inside, you'll
find all this and more:

- A complete cookie class: Outlining all the key materials and techniques needed in the rest of the book.
- Recipes: Hayley's signature cookie and icing recipes.
- Writing workshop: The key to making the cookies your own!
- Christmas cookies: Just try and pick your favorite from the whats crackin nutcracker, Rudolph the sprinkle-nose
reindeer, and a cookie that is decorated like a tray of Christmas cookies.
- Holiday cookies: Cookies to pop the bubbly and celebrate the New Year, fa-boo-lous Halloween cookies, ideas for your
Valentine, and even a couple birthday party cookies.
- Animal cookies: A whole farm of mini-animals as well as bears, a rainbow turtle, even unicorns!
- Summer cookies: Have some fun in the sun with mermaids, fancy seashells, watermelon, tie-dye shirts, and more.
- And even more cool designs: Cowboy boots, eggs and bacon, carved woodgrain, a watercolor cactus...the sky's the
limit!

If you are the type of person who demands cookies not only taste good, but be in good taste, this is your cookie book soul
mate!

About the Author
Hayley Callaway started Hayley Cakes and Cookies in high school, creating baked goods for her teachers and friends.
After finishing college, she doubled down on the business. Her unique cookies, with jokes, memes, and funny ideas that
made people laugh, launched Hayley Cakes and Cookies from a local business to a nationwide viral success story. The
same year she opened her first brick and mortar location in Austin, TX, she was featured on Buzzfeed and a few other
popular sites. By the next year, the business had more than doubled and she was featured on Good Morning America,
Food Network, The Kelly Clarkson Show, and more. Hayleys bakery has continued to grow, now with two Austin locations
and a third location in planning for Houston. Find her online as @thehayleycakes on Instagram or visit her site:Harvard Common Press

Price: AU $32.99           NZ $36.99
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Decode Your Dreams
Ian Wallace

Discover the power of dreams, gain the tools to decode them and be inspired to take meaningful actions in
waking life to make these come true with renowned psychologist Ian Wallace. You create and encode your
dreams to process your emotions and intentions, so the best person to decode them is you. First equip
yourself with tips and tricks to remembering them and unpacking their significance. Next, dig into the detail
with over 90 dream scenarios. Finally, connect your dreams to waking-life truths to grow self-awareness
and address deep-seated desires, fears and intentions - the key to manifesting your goals and realising
your potential.

Description
Become your own dream analyst and begin a powerful journey of self discovery with bestselling author, psychologist and
dream expert Ian Wallace. Dreams are no longer some largely indecipherable code. They are authored by our own
subconscious. When you create a dream, you are encoding a meaningful story about how to fulfil your emotional needs,
intentions and purpose in waking life. So who better to decode your dreams than you? Decode Your Dreams empowers
you with all you need to know, from unlocking your unconscious and learning how it influences your experiences, to
creating positive life changes in light of these insights. This easy-to-use guide offers an original, two-step method that
nurtures the connection between the ever-evolving unconscious and conscious mind for transformational results. Wallace
explains how to decipher dream meanings before answering each diagnosis with suggested waking-life actions. Reflect
on the best solutions to recurring daily dilemmas, identify and heal anxieties that are holding you back, and confront and
seize new opportunities to pursue your passions.

- Begin by unlocking the Power of Dreams - understanding what dreams are and gaining the necessary tools for
decoding, remembering, finding wisdom in and taking inspiration from your dreams.
- Explore key life themes including Love & Sex, Relationships & Family, Birth & Death, Work & Play, Wealth & Health,
Travel & Discovery, and Purpose & Potential with each chapter.
- Decode Over 90 Dreams summarized one-by-one, complete with Dream Meanings, Dream Interpretation Tips, Personal
Insight Questions and Dream Actions to take your analysis further and start working towards your waking-life goals.
- Discover Other Connected Dreams within each scenario to find surprising insights and help on subjects close to your
heart.
- Make Your Dreams Come True in the concluding chapter, featuring simple ways to turn dreams into reality through
action.

We dream to continually update our sense of self. So learn something new with every dream and develop your own
human superpowers of self- and situational awareness with this book.

About the Author
Ian Wallace is a best-selling author and popular broadcaster on the subject of dreams and the unconscious self. Ian is
widely acclaimed in the media for his live dream analysis, performed with an expert empathy and immediacy that

White Lion Publishing

Price: AU $29.99           NZ $32.99
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Extent: 192 pages
Bic1: Dreams & their interpretation
Author now living: 97807112570
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Sustainable Beauty
Justine Jenkins

Simplify and planet-proof your beauty routine and dresser with Sustainable Beauty. Featuring all the eco-
friendly practical information and guidance you need, plus over 20 step-by-step projects and tutorials to
start making your own zero-waste beauty products. Written by leading authority and make up artist to the
stars Justine Jenkins.

Description
Sustainable Beauty is an inspirational and practical guide to living a more eco-conscious lifestyle and maintaining a low-
waste beauty routine. Vegan, cruelty-free, 'clean', organic, non-GM, zero-waste, not to mention palm oil, silicones and
micro-plastics - where do you start when it comes to creating a sustainable beauty routine? There are thousands of
products claiming to be better for the environment and your skin, but they also come with a hefty price tag. So what can
we actually do to make a difference? This book provides the small steps everyone can take to make a big difference at
home. Justine Jenkins, an holistic and sustainable make-up artist & consultant, guides you through - breaking down the
issues and explaining how we can mitigate them at home. With easy tutorials to follow - from simplifying your beauty
routine and product label literacy through to recipes for DIY hydrating serums and superfood face masks - Jenkins shows
you how small changes in habit can result in a more sustainable beauty routine that doesn't break the bank.

Did you know that...

- More than 120 billion units of packaging are produced in the global cosmetics industry annually.
- If refillable containers were used for cosmetics, as much as 70% of carbon emissions associated with the beauty
industry could be eliminated.
- An estimated 70% of beauty products contain a palm oil derivative, the production of which is believed to be responsible
for 8% of the world's deforestation between 1990 and 2008.

With this book you can...

- Take your first steps in creating an eco-smart dresser: learn how to read a label, and find out what natural ingredients
you'll need to make your own recipes such as making your own soap and deodorant
- Make essential, nature-based cosmetics: minimize your make-up drawer and master both the application and creation of
your new go-to beauty products, from multipurpose lip balms to colour mixing
- Simplify your skincare and body routines: from cleansing and toning to boosting your tan, discover your body's needs
from head to toe and the secret to beautiful skin, body, hands and nails
- Get luxurious hair with low-waste practices: from hair masks to natural dyes, remedying, maintaining and styling shiny,
healthy hair has never been easier with Jenkins savvy recipes, hacks and tutorials

Other titles in the Sustainable Living series include: Sustainable Home, Sustainable Travel, Sustainable Gardening.

About the Author White Lion Publishing

Price: AU $29.99           NZ $32.99
ISBN: 9780711265974
Format: Misc HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
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Extent: 160 pages
Bic1: Cosmetics, hair & beauty
Author now living: 97807112659
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Sustainable Home
Christine Liu

An inspirational and practical guidebook to maintaining a more environmentally friendly household.

Description
Sustainable Home is an inspirational and practical guidebook to maintaining a more environmentally friendly household.
Sustainability enthusiast and zero-waste advocate Christine Liu takes you on a tour through the rooms of your home - the
living area, kitchen, bedroom and bathroom - offering tips, tricks and 17 step-by-step projects designed to help you lead a
more low-impact lifestyle. Whether its by making your own toothpowder, growing your own herb garden or upcycling old
pieces of furniture, there are numerous ways - both big and small - to make a difference.

About the Author
Christine Liu is author of the blog and YouTube account Snapshots of Simplicity, a diary and guide to living simply and
sustainably. She has a degree in Industrial and Packaging Technology from California Polytechnic State University San
Luis Obispo, and was also a H&M Sustainable Packaging Challenge fellow of the DO School based in Germany. She livs
in San Jose, California, where she works full time at Cisco Systems, drives community initiatives in regards to zero waste,
and also aspires to open a package free grocery store long term.

Frances Lincoln (Adult)

Price: AU $29.99           NZ $32.99
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Author now living: 97807112396
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 A Practical Guide to Rune Magic (kit)
Editors of Chartwell

Uncover the mysterious powers of the runic alphabet with this all-inclusive kit.

Description
A Practical Guide to Rune Magic Kit comes with 25 runes, an enchanting drawstring pouch, and a book to teach you how
to use these gorgeous runes.

About the Author

Chartwell

Price: AU $24.99           NZ $27.99
ISBN: 9781577152705
Format: Kit
Package Type: KIT
Dimensions: 194h x 146w mm
Extent:  pages
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Author now living: 97815771527
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Dreams Box
Fiona Starr

The Dreams Box includes a 96-page guide with insight and wisdom about dream interpretation from both
psychological and world traditions, and 36 dream cards to help you identify and decode your dreams.

Description
Discover why we need to sleep and dream, and how to interpret the meaning of your dreams with this beautifully
presented book and deck. Numerous studies by scientific bodies such as Yale Medicine, the Italian Association of Sleep
Medicine, and the University of Cambridge point out that more REM sleep, increased anxiety, decreased sleep quality,
and social isolation have affected how much we dream, how many of our dreams we remember (and how vividly), and the
nature of our dreams themselves.

The Dreams Box offers insight and wisdom about dream interpretation from both psychological and world traditions.
Enclosed in a handy hardcover case for easy-to-use decoding, understanding, and deciphering the unconscious and
dreams, you'll find:

- A 96-page booklet that features a directory of dream symbols and their meanings, plus information on how to interpret
your dreams
- 36 carry-size dream cards to help you identify and decode your dreams

In times of high stress, the dream world can be drastically altered. The Dream Interpretation Box can help you to better
understand your changing dreamscape and the effects it has on your mind, body, and spirit. The guide and dream cards
can help you speak with confidence about your experiences and share them with friends and family in the hopes that
they, too, can find some comfort and relief knowing what messages their dreams hold for them. Incorporate common
mind-body-spirit practices into your daily routine with the Mindful Practice Deck series. From dream interpretation to runes
casting and crystal healing, learn about the history of each practice as well as how to use each to meet your specific
needs. Beautifully presented in a hardcover case, each kit includes a removable paperback reference book and a 36-card
deck in a protective box, perfectly sized for quick access on the go.

Also available: The Crystal Healing Box; The Runes Box

About the Author
Dr. Fiona Starr is a clinical psychologist and principal lecturer in clinical psychology. She is also a family counselor in
London, England, and a supervisor of psychology students.

Wellfleet

Price: AU $24.99           NZ $27.99
ISBN: 9781577152392
Format: Kit
Package Type: KIT
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Bic1:
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Crystal Healing Box
Sue Lilly

The Crystal Healing Box includes a 96-page directory of over 30 crystals and their spiritual and healing
properties, and 36 carry-size cards to guide you with common readings that can also be used in place of
actual crystals by using visualization techniques.

Description
Discover how to use the incredible power of crystals to develop your relationships, your potential, and your future with this
beautifully presented book and deck. Feeling creatively or spiritually blocked? Having trouble sleeping? Perhaps you are
suffering from a physical ailment? Regardless of what may be plaguing you, the innate power within crystals can have
tremendous healing effects.

The Crystal Healing Box explains the meanings of 30 crystals and their spiritual and healing properties, as well as how to
use a ‘clearing' stone. Enclosed in a handy hardcover case so that the healing power of crystals can be carried with you
at all times, you'll find:

- A 96-page booklet that features a directory of crystals and information on how best to use them
- 36 carry-size cards to guide you with common readings that can also be used in place of actual crystals using
visualization techniques

This comprehensive guide to the history and practical applications of crystals will help you decide which crystal (or crystal
combination) will be most beneficial to you at any given moment, and give you the ability to craft a healthy and mindful
life. Incorporate common mind-body-spirit practices into your daily routine with the Mindful Practice Deck series. From
dream interpretation to runes casting and crystal healing, learn about the history of each practice as well as how to use
each to meet your specific needs. Beautifully presented in a hardcover case, each kit includes a removable paperback
reference book and a 36-card deck in a protective box, perfectly sized for quick access on the go.

Also available: The Dream Interpretation Box; The Runes Box

About the Author
Sue Lilly has written a number of books on crystals and crystal healing, including Crystal Doorways. She is currently the
Disciplinary Chairman for the Affiliation of Crystal Healing Organizations, as well as the Registrar and a Senior Tutor at
the Institute of Crystal and Gem Therapists. Sue also teaches workshops and runs courses on crystal healing.

Wellfleet
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Green Witch Magick
Susan Ilka Tuttle

Green Witch Magick is a beginner's guide to the many facets of green witchcraft and magick by noted Green
Witch Susan Ilka Tuttle, creator of @Whisper_in_the_Wood.

Description
Align with the natural cycles of the earth as you explore the 13 essential plants every green witch must know and have in
their garden and cupboard for healing, spellwork, and divination. Plants are a sacred offering from Mother Earth. And
witches have always known and understood their healing and magickal powers. Plants hold sustenance, medicine, and
wisdom. They gift us with the essentials we need to live and thrive. In return, they ask to be used for the highest good.
This is the path of the green witch. With Green Witch Magick, learn how to reconnect with this sacred knowledge. Noted
green witch and herbalist Susan Ilka Tuttle, creator of the beloved Instagram handle @Whisper in the Wood, shows you
how to forage, grow, and work with the plants integral to your green witchcraft practice.

At the core of green witchery is the responsible stewarding of Mother Earth and her precious resources. Learn how to:

- Ethically forage and harvest needed plants
- Set up your own green witch garden
- Work with both wild and cultivated plants in concert with natural cycles
- Co-create with plant allies to make natural remedies, recipes and elixirs, and supplies for spellwork

In addition to mastering the practical aspects of green witchery, youll learn the energetic and magickal properties of plants
and how to effectively use them in ritual and spellwork. For example, did you know that plants associated with the moon
are connected to sleep, intuition, and lucid dreams while plants connected with the element of air are connected with
psychic powers, intellect, and wisdom? Reclaim your inherent relationship with the healing magick of nature with Green
Witch Magick.

About the Author
Susan Ilka Tuttle is a green witch living in the woods of Maine with her husband and two teenage children. She is a folk
herbalist, photo artist, and sole owner and operator of her small-batch herbalism online business, In the Wood Botanicals
(inthewoodbotanicals.com), which she opened in April, 2019. Susan offers her own line of wildcrafted, plant-based body
care products made primarily from simple plant allies that she reverently and responsibly forages from the woods, fields,
and riverside that surrounds her home.

Fair Winds Press
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Ultimate Guide to Psychic Abilities
Karen Frazier

In The Ultimate Guide to Psychic Abilities, best-selling author and psychic Karen Frazier introduces readers to
the different types of psychic ability and shows how they can be developed and used in one's life for
personal empowerment.

Description
Best-selling author and psychic Karen Frazier shows you how to safely and effectively develop your intuition for fun and
personal empowerment. Psychic ability is the capacity to know the unknowable. We are all born with this gift-but we need
to know how to access it. The Ultimate Guide to Psychic Abilities teaches you how to awaken your different psychic
abilities:

- Mediumship-the ability to talk to Spirits
- Precognition-the ability to know events before they occur
- ESP-the ability to glean psychic information from objects
- Remote viewing-the ability to see events at a distance
- Channeling-the ability glean information from other people or Spirits
- Psychic dreaming-the ability to use dreams to predict the future or know events
- Astral projection-the ability to send your energy/awareness to other locations
- Psychokinesis-the ability to affect and move objects with your mind

You'll also learn how to use your psychic abilities in conjunction with other divinatory tools such as tarot and astrology.
Setting energetic boundaries and protection is discussed as are strategies for managing psychic information if you are
empathic or highly sensitive. Exercises and practices allow you to explore and learn at your own pace as you strengthen
and refine your abilities. Written in an accessible style, The Ultimate Guide to Psychic Abilities is the essential guide for
developing your most important ability.

The Ultimate Guide to… series offers comprehensive beginner's guides to discovering a range of mind, body, spirit topics,
including divination, crystal grids, numerology, witchcraft, chakras, aromatherapy, and more. Filled with beautiful
illustrations and designed to give easy access to the information you're looking for, each of these references provides
simple-to-follow expert guidance as you learn and master your practice.

About the Author
Karen Frazier is an intuitive energy healer, psychic medium, author, and musician. She has written several successful
books about energy healing, crystals, sound healing, metaphysics, and the paranormal. She is a columnist for
Paranormal Underground Magazine. She currently writes two columns for the magazine: Dreams and Symbols, and
Metaphysics and Energy Healing. Karen also co-hosted Paranormal Underground Radio for more than eight years. She
formerly served as Paranormal Undergrounds Managing Editor. She also edits and writes for the website LoveToKnow
about paranormal, horoscopes, tarot, feng shui, and energy healing.

Fair Winds Press

Price: AU $35.00           NZ $39.99
ISBN: 9780760371398
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 254h x 203w mm
Extent: 192 pages
Bic1: Clairvoyance & precognition
Author now living: 97807603713
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Merry and Bright Baubles (Crochet Your Own)
Katalin Galusz

Merry and Bright Baubles (Crochet Your Own) is an adorable all-in-one crochet kit that makes a great gift.

Description
Tis the season to be crocheting! Merry and Bright Baubles (Crochet Your Own) includes all the materials and instructions
you need to make a vintage-style crocheted ornament in a day. Each kit in the Crochet in a Day series is a crafter's
dream, including everything needed to make an adorable crochet project from start to finish—no need to hunt down
materials or stock up on more than you need. The removable, illustrated color instruction book leads you through the
pattern, step by step. With a fool proof pattern and matching materials, your perfect crocheted creation will look just like
the image in the book. Whatever your skill level, you will be able to complete the project with ease and display it in your
home the same day you start. Spread holiday cheer and add homemade warmth to your Christmas tree or holiday wreath
with these colorful baubles. They also make great hostess gifts for holiday parties.
Each kit includes: 32 page illustrated book; Skeins of yarn; Crochet hook; Embroidery floss; Ribbon; Fiberfill; Yarn needle;
Safety eyes

Other kits in the Crochet in a Day series: Spooky Skull Garland (Crochet Your Own), Merry and Bright Baubles (Crochet
Your Own), Festive Pumpkin (Crochet Your Own), and Festive Friends (Crochet Your Own).

About the Author
Kati G&aacute;lusz discovered the world of amigurumi when she wanted to make a unique gift for a toy-collector friend.
What started as a quick fling has grown into the love of a lifetime, allowing her to combine her need for creativity with her
two main interests: animals and great books and movies. After lavishing her creations on her long-suffering family and
friends, she started to sell them on Etsy and share her crochet patterns on Ravelry. When she is not crocheting, she can
usually be found with a book in her hand, surrounded by her dogs in her home near Budapest, the Hungarian capital.

Becker Meyer

Price: AU $12.99           NZ $14.99
ISBN: 9780760369517
Format: Kit
Package Type: KIT
Dimensions: 178h x 146w mm
Extent: 32 pages
Bic1: Knitting & crochet
Author now living: None 97807603695
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Holly Jolly Garland (Crochet Your Own)
Katalin Galusz

Holly Jolly Garland (Crochet Your Own) is an adorable all-in-one crochet kit that makes a great holiday gift.

Description
Holly Jolly Garland (Crochet Your Own) includes all the materials and instructions you need to make a festive holiday
garland in a day. Each kit in the Crochet in a Day series is a crafter's dream, including everything needed to make an
adorable crochet project from start to finish—no need to hunt down materials or stock up on more than you need. The
removable, illustrated color instruction book leads you through the pattern, step by step. With a fool proof pattern and
matching materials, your perfect amigurumi creation will look just like the image in the book. Whatever your skill level, you
will be able to complete the project with ease and display it in your home the same day you start. Use your handmade
garland as a decoration for Christmas or any holiday event. The festive holly leaves and berries bring winter nature
indoors.Each kit includes: 32 page illustrated book; Skeins of yarn; Crochet hook; Embroidery floss; Ribbon; Fiberfill; Yarn
needle; Safety eyes

Other kits in the Crochet in a Day series: Spooky Skull Garland (Crochet Your Own), Merry and Bright Baubles (Crochet
Your Own), Festive Pumpkin (Crochet Your Own), and Festive Friends (Crochet Your Own).

About the Author
Kati G&aacute;lusz discovered the world of amigurumi when she wanted to make a unique gift for a toy-collector friend.
What started as a quick fling has grown into the love of a lifetime, allowing her to combine her need for creativity with her
main interests: animals and great books and movies. After lavishing her creations on her long-suffering family and friends,
she started to sell them on Etsy and share her crochet patterns on Ravelry. When she is not crocheting, she can usually
be found with a book in her hand, surrounded by her dogs in her home near Budapest, the Hungarian capital.

Becker Meyer

Price: AU $12.99           NZ $14.99
ISBN: 9780760369456
Format: Kit
Package Type: KIT
Dimensions: 178h x 146w mm
Extent: 32 pages
Bic1: Handicrafts, decorative arts & crafts
Author now living: None 97807603694
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Reindeer Ornaments (Crochet Your Own)
Katalin Galusz

Reindeer Ornaments (Crochet Your Own) is an adorable all-in-one crochet kit that makes a great gift.

Description
Tis the season to be crocheting! Reindeer Ornaments (Crochet Your Own) includes all the materials and instructions you
need to make two sweet crocheted deer ornaments in a day. Each kit in the Crochet in a Day series is a crafter's dream,
including everything needed to make an adorable crochet project from start to finish-no need to hunt down materials or
stock up on more than you need. The removable, illustrated color instruction book leads you through the pattern, step by
step. With a fool proof pattern and matching materials, your perfect amigurumi creation will look just like the image in the
book.

Whatever your skill level, you will be able to complete the project with ease and display it in your home the same day you
start. Spread holiday cheer and add homemade warmth to your Christmas tree or holiday wreath with these darling deer
ornaments. They also make great hostess gifts for holiday parties.
Each kit includes: 32 page illustrated book; Skeins of yarn; Crochet hook; Embroidery floss; Ribbon; Fiberfill; Yarn needle;
Safety eyes

Other kits in the Crochet in a Day series: Spooky Skull Garland (Crochet Your Own), Merry and Bright Baubles (Crochet
Your Own), Festive Pumpkin (Crochet Your Own), and Festive Friends (Crochet Your Own).

About the Author
Kati G&aacute;lusz discovered the world of amigurumi when she wanted to make a unique gift for a toy-collector friend.
What started as a quick fling has grown into the love of a lifetime, allowing her to combine her need for creativity with her
two main interests: animals and great books and movies. After lavishing her creations on her long-suffering family and
friends, she started to sell them on Etsy and share her crochet patterns on Ravelry. When she is not crocheting, she can
usually be found with a book in her hand, surrounded by her dogs in her home near Budapest, the Hungarian capital.

Becker Meyer

Price: AU $12.99           NZ $14.99
ISBN: 9780760369500
Format: Kit
Package Type: KIT
Dimensions: 181h x 150w mm
Extent: 32 pages
Bic1: Handicrafts, decorative arts & crafts
Author now living: None 97807603695
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Candy Cane Ornaments (Crochet Your Own)
Katalin Galusz

Make 4 cute candy cane ornaments with the all-in-one Candy Cane Ornaments (Crochet Your Own).

Description
Candy Cane Ornaments (Crochet Your Own) includes all the materials and instructions you need to make adorable
crochet candy canes in a day. Each kit in the Crochet in a Day series is a crafter's dream, including everything needed to
make an adorable crochet project from start to finish—no need to hunt down materials or stock up on more than you
need. The removable, illustrated color instruction book leads you through the pattern, step by step. With a foolproof
pattern and matching materials, your perfect amigurumi creation will look just like the image in the book. Whatever your
skill level, you will be able to complete the project with ease and display it in your home the same day you start. Decorate
your Christmas tree with these crocheted ornaments. They also make great package ties!
Other kits in the Crochet in a Day series: Spooky Skull Garland (Crochet Your Own), Merry and Bright Baubles (Crochet
Your Own), Festive Pumpkin (Crochet Your Own), and Festive Friends (Crochet Your Own).

About the Author
Kati G&aacute;lusz discovered the world of amigurumi when she wanted to make a unique gift for a toy-collector friend.
What started as a quick fling has grown into the love of a lifetime, allowing her to combine her need for creativity with her
main interests: animals and great books and movies. After lavishing her creations on her long-suffering family and friends,
she started to sell them on Etsy and share her crochet patterns on Ravelry. When she is not crocheting, she can usually
be found with a book in her hand, surrounded by her dogs in her home near Budapest, the Hungarian capital.

Becker Meyer

Price: AU $12.99           NZ $14.99
ISBN: 9780760369487
Format: Kit
Package Type: KIT
Dimensions: 178h x 146w mm
Extent: 32 pages
Bic1: Gift books
Author now living: None 97807603694
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Unofficial The Crown Coloring Book
becker&amp;mayer! and illustrated by Wesley Jones

Fans of the hit television series The Crown will love this regal coloring book with 30 original coloring pages
inspired by the show.

Description
Fans of the hit television series The Crown will love this regal coloring book with 30 original coloring pages inspired by the
show. People from all over the world have become hooked on The Crown, which dramatically recreates the world of the
British Royal Family during the life of Queen Elizabeth II. With the Unofficial The Crown Coloring Book, you can color
lavish royal wedding scenes or a calming English garden. Features:

- 30 original illustrations to color and enjoy
- One-side printing so colors don't bleed through
- Large, easily frameable pages
- Perforated pages for easy framing

Anyone who loves the show and is fascinated by the English Royal Family will love sitting down with a nice cup of tea and
coloring the beautiful designs in this book!

About the Author
The becker&mayer! Creative Team develops unique and interactive books and kits for adults that deliver high quality
content and packaging. Bringing together pop culture and fandoms of all kinds, becker&mayer! books aims to inspire and
educate with an element of whimsical and irreverent fun!Wesley Jones is a professional illustrator and graphic designer.

Becker Meyer

Price: AU $16.99           NZ $18.99
ISBN: 9780760373507
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 241h x 216w mm
Extent: 64 pages
Bic1: TV tie-in humour
Author now living: 97807603735
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Movies: 300 Word Search Puzzles
Marcel Danesi

Movies: 300 Word Search Puzzles puts your movie trivia knowledge to the test with 300 fun-filled word
searches that will keep you on your toes for hours a time!

Description
Test your movie trivia knowledge with these 300 word searches! Organized into 50 easy, 225 medium, and 25 difficult
puzzles, see how many you can solve correctly. In addition to the sheer fun and satisfaction of working out puzzles,
science has shown that puzzle solving improves cognitive function, memory, and mood. This beautifully designed word
search book features:

- 300 movie-themed word searches providing hours of brain-sharpening entertainment
- A range of challenge levels, from easy to difficult
- Layflat format that keeps the book open while you solve
- 6.5” × 9” size, perfect for on-the-go puzzling

300 Movie Word Searches is the perfect gift for the cinephiles in your life, or for yourself, for a star-studded mental
workout. Kick back, relax, and flex your brain with the Life is Better with Puzzles series. The perfect companion for a chill
afternoon, a rainy day indoors, or travel downtime, these books of word searches and crosswords will give your mind a
good workout as they both teach and entertain you. Covering a range of topics, from history and movies to science and
nature, you'll find a book to match your every interest.

With varying levels of difficulties, and keys to all the puzzles, the Life is Better with Puzzles series is the ideal choice for a
bit of brainy fun! Also available from the Life is Better with Puzzles series: 300 Crossword Puzzles, Science: 300
Crossword Puzzles, 300 Women in History: 300 Word Search Puzzles, National Parks: 300 Crossword Puzzles, and 300
Word Search Puzzles.

About the Author
Marcel Danesi, PhD, is a full professor of linguistic anthropology and the director of the program in semiotics at the
University of Toronto. He is also co-director of the CogSci Network of the Fields Institute for Research in Mathematical
Sciences. He has written extensively on puzzles, including The Anthropology of Puzzles (Bloomsbury, 2018) and Ahmes'
Legacy: Puzzles and the Mathematical Mind (Springer, 2018). He also writes a puzzle blog for Psychology Today and
composes puzzles for various magazines, including Prevention and Reader's Digest.

Chartwell

Price: AU $14.99           NZ $16.99
ISBN: 9780785840138
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 229h x 165w mm
Extent: 352 pages
Bic1: Puzzles & quizzes
Author now living: 97807858401
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Science: 300 Crossword Puzzles
Marcel Danesi

Science: 300 Crossword Puzzles puts your science knowledge to the test with 300 fun-filled crossword puzzles
that will keep you on your toes for hours at a time.

Description
Test your science knowledge with these 300 crossword puzzles! Organized into 50 easy, 225 medium, and 25 difficult
puzzles, see how many you can solve correctly. In addition to the sheer fun and satisfaction of working out puzzles,
research has shown that puzzle solving improves cognitive function, memory, and mood. This beautifully designed puzzle
book features:

- 300 science-inspired crossword puzzles providing hours of brain-sharpening entertainment
- A range of challenge levels, from easy to difficult
- Layflat format that keeps the book open while you solve
- 6.5” × 9” size, perfect for on-the-go puzzling

Science: 300 Crossword Puzzles is perfect for getting your mind in shape or for straight-out solving fun. Kick back, relax,
and flex your brain with the Life is Better with Puzzles series. The perfect companion for a chill afternoon, a rainy day
indoors, or travel downtime, these books of word searches and crosswords will give your mind a good workout as they
both teach and entertain you. Covering a range of topics, from history and movies to science and nature, you'll find a book
to match your every interest.

With varying levels of difficulties, and keys to all the puzzles, the Life is Better with Puzzles series is the ideal choice for a
bit of brainy fun! Also available from the Life is Better with Puzzles series: 300 Crossword Puzzles, Movies: 300 Word
Search Puzzles, 300 Women in History: 300 Word Search Puzzles, National Parks: 300 Crossword Puzzles, and 300
Word Search Puzzles.

About the Author
Marcel Danesi, PhD, is a full professor of linguistic anthropology and the director of the program in semiotics at the
University of Toronto. He is also co-director of the CogSci Network of the Fields Institute for Research in Mathematical
Sciences. He has written extensively on puzzles, including The Anthropology of Puzzles (Bloomsbury, 2018) and Ahmes'
Legacy: Puzzles and the Mathematical Mind (Springer, 2018). He also writes a puzzle blog for Psychology Today and
composes puzzles for various magazines, including Prevention and Reader's Digest.

Chartwell

Price: AU $14.99           NZ $16.99
ISBN: 9780785840107
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 229h x 165w mm
Extent: 352 pages
Bic1: Crosswords
Author now living: 97807858401
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Women in History: 300 Word Search Puzzles
Rebecca Falcon

Women in History: 300 Word Search Puzzles puts your knowledge to the text with 300 fun-filled word searches
about strong and powerful women throughout history that will keep you on your toes for hours a time!

Description
Test your trivia knowledge with these 300 word searches based on strong and powerful women throughout history—
organized into 50 easy, 225 medium, and 25 difficult puzzles. In addition to the sheer fun and satisfaction of working out
puzzles, science has shown that puzzle solving improves cognitive function, memory, and mood. This beautifully
designed word search book features:

- 300 strong women-themed word searches providing hours of brain-sharpening entertainment
- A range of challenge levels, from easy to difficult
- Layflat format that keeps the book open while you solve
- 6.5” × 9” size, perfect for on-the-go puzzling

Women in History: 300 Word Search Puzzles is the perfect gift for the strong women in your life, or for yourself, for an
inspiring mental workout. Kick back, relax, and flex your brain with the Life is Better with Puzzles series. The perfect
companion for a chill afternoon, a rainy day indoors, or travel downtime, these books of word searches and crosswords
will give your mind a good workout as they both teach and entertain you. Covering a range of topics, from history and
movies to science and nature, you'll find a book to match your every interest.

With varying levels of difficulties, and keys to all the puzzles, the Life is Better with Puzzles series is the ideal choice for a
bit of brainy fun! Also available from the Life is Better with Puzzles series: 300 Crossword Puzzles, Science: 300
Crossword Puzzles, Movies: 300 Word Search Puzzles, National Parks: 300 Crossword Puzzles and 300 Word Search
Puzzles.

About the Author
Rebecca Falcon grew up in Hewlett, New York and currently resides on the Upper West Side of Manhattan. Her love of
puzzles started when her mother would create crosswords using her spelling words, and has only grown since. Her work
has been published with The New York Times, The Inkubator and the American Values Club. In addition to constructing
puzzles, she works towards making the puzzle world more inclusive. Outside of the puzzles, Falcon works in operations
for Broadway shows and film festivals.

Chartwell

Price: AU $14.99           NZ $16.99
ISBN: 9780785840145
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 229h x 165w mm
Extent: 352 pages
Bic1: Puzzles & quizzes
Author now living: 97807858401
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Sermon Notes
Editors of Chartwell Books

Beautifully design and thoughtfully crafted, Sermon Notes helps guide journalers through regular reflection on
the most meaningful advice from church services.

Description
A meaningful sermon can help guide your week, but through regular reflection in Sermon Notes, your religious leader's
powerful advice will help you internalize the message for life. Beautiful in its classic design and with ample space to write,
the Sermon Notes journal includes Bible passages throughout to hep you connect with the text and your religious
community through personal reflection. Take in these uplifting bible passages to help forge a connection to your higher
self and to the Almighty God. Journal through thoughts you had during each sermon to find the hidden messages from a
higher power through the pieces of guidance that really resonate with you. Use Sermon Notes for any of the following:

- Reflections on powerful themes mentioned during service
- Attitudes and ideologies you'd like to ruminate on
- Meaningful bible passages mentioned during service
- What you're inclined to pray about as a result of service

Cherish these memories and the bright wisdom of your community by folding regular reflection into your routine with
Sermon Notes.

With so much of our lives and contact going digital, the Creative Keepsakes journals offer an intimate way to nurture your
connection with yourself and the people around you. An entertaining way to get off your screen, these guided and free-
form journals are great for writers and artists alike. Each journal offers content around a different theme, including silly
prompts for a laugh, random yet thoughtful questions, the inspiration for art and composition, interactive prompts to learn
about your heritage, and blank interiors on high-quality paper stock to use as your creative canvas. Beautifully designed
and full of mindful prompts, channel your inspiration as you put pen (or pencil, or marker, or crayon!) to paper to learn
more about yourself, your talents, and the people you love.

Also in this Series: Prayer Journal, 3,001 Questions All About Me, 301 Writing Ideas, Create Comics: A Sketchbook, Inner
Me, Internet Password Book, My Father's Life, My Grandmother's Life, My Life Story, My Mother's Life, 3,001 This or That
Questions, My Grandfather's Life, Create the Poem, Complete the Drawing Journal, Mom and Me Journal, Why I Love
You Journal, Create the Story, and Destroy & Design.

About the Author
Publishing and supplying books to wholesalers, mail order companies, and retail stores for over 60 years, Chartwell
Books publishes across a wide range of subjects, including history, craft, home reference, puzzles and games, music and
music instruction, art instruction, transportation, and more.

Chartwell

Price: AU $16.99           NZ $18.99
ISBN: 9780785839682
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 216h x 152w mm
Extent: 204 pages
Bic1: Self-help & personal development
Author now living: 97807858396
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Inspired by Prayer
Editors of Chartwell Books

Inspired by Prayer is a beautiful 52-week guided prayer journal for biblical meditation and introspection.

Description
Inspired by Prayer is a 52-week guided journal filled with inspiring scripture and ample space for a thoughtful meditation
on each passage. Organized into four chapters—Faith, Love, Hope, and Joy—you can jump around and seek divine
guidance in whatever area you require the most assistance in, or you can flow through the year and check-in through
prayer once a week. Allow these uplifting bible passages to lead you through your prayers and find a deeper connection
with yourself and with God. With a variety of different journaling styles and room to express your feelings, you can create
a conversation with yourself and higher power. Some examples include:

- Through gratitude, you can reflect on the prayers you have and the prayers that have been answered.
- Journaling your prayer requests and put what guidance you ask for down in words.
- By responding directly to scripture to connect deeper with the text.

Allow light, hope, and love into your weekly routine with Inspired by Prayer.

With so much of our lives and contact going digital, the Creative Keepsakes journals offer an intimate way to nurture your
connection with yourself and the people around you. An entertaining way to get off your screen, these guided and free-
form journals are great for writers and artists alike. Each journal offers content around a different theme, including silly
prompts for a laugh, random yet thoughtful questions, the inspiration for art and composition, interactive prompts to learn
about your heritage, and blank interiors on high-quality paper stock to use as your creative canvas. Beautifully designed
and full of mindful prompts, channel your inspiration as you put pen (or pencil, or marker, or crayon!) to paper to learn
more about yourself, your talents, and the people you love.

Also in this Series: 3,001 Questions All About Me, 301 Writing Ideas, Create Comics: A Sketchbook, Inner Me, Internet
Password Book, My Father's Life, My Grandmother's Life, My Life Story, My Mother's Life, 3,001 This or That Questions,
My Grandfather's Life, Create the Poem, Complete the Drawing Journal, Mom and Me Journal, Why I Love You Journal,
Create the Story, and Destroy & Design.

About the Author
Publishing and supplying books to wholesalers, mail order companies, and retail stores for over 60 years, Chartwell
Books publishes across a wide range of subjects, including history, craft, home reference, puzzles and games, music and
music instruction, art instruction, transportation, and more.

Chartwell

Price: AU $16.99           NZ $18.99
ISBN: 9780785839620
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 214h x 152w mm
Extent: 204 pages
Bic1: Self-help & personal development
Author now living: 97807858396
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Mom & Me
Taylor Vance

Learn more about each other and find ways to be vulnerable and a more open family unit in the Mom & Me
journal.

Description
A journal that is really more of a conversation than anything else, the Mom & Me journal is for mother-child duos looking
to get to know each other better. A stress-free way to communicate your odd quirks, the Mom & Me journal encourages a
deeper sense of connection between mother and child. Every mom is terribly curious about what goes on in her kids head
—what they like and dislike, what their dreams are, and how they want to reach those dreams. Kids want to know what
their moms favorite things are, what parts of their life were most memorable, and what their mom was like at their age.
Were they always the maternal figure they see now? Or have we all gotten a bit of wildness from our mothers? Find
honesty, vulnerability, understanding, and maybe a little bit of humor with this fun journal for two. Some of the 200
prompts and exercises include:

- Are there ways to work small treats into your life?
- Would you rather be an average person living today or royalty living in the 1500s?
- Where do you go when you need to think?
- Of all our family traditions, which one is your favorite?

You'll also find do-it-yourself pie charts, future adventure planning, family superlatives, and other interesting journal
prompts. Set some guidelines and get ready to break down some walls with the Mom & Me journal.

With so much of our lives and contact going digital, the Creative Keepsakes journals offer an intimate way to nurture your
connection with yourself and the people around you. An entertaining way to get off your screen, these guided and free-
form journals are great for writers and artists alike. Each journal offers content around a different theme, including silly
prompts for a laugh, random yet thoughtful questions, inspiration for art and composition, interactive prompts to learn
about your heritage, and blank interiors on high-quality paper stock to use as your creative canvas. Beautifully designed
and full of mindful prompts, channel your inspiration as you put pen (or pencil, or marker, or crayon!) to paper to learn
more about yourself, your talents, and the people you love.

Also in this Series: 3,001 Questions All About Me, 301 Things to Draw, 301 Writing Ideas, Create Comics: A Sketchbook,
Inner Me, Internet Password Book, My Fathers Life, My Grandmothers Life, My Life Story, My Mothers Life, 3,001 This or
That Questions, My Grandfathers Life, Create the Poem, Complete the Drawing Journal, Why I Love You Journal, Create
the Story, and Destroy & Design This Journal.

About the Author
TAYLOR VANCE is a super fan of kawaii and all things cute, who grew up in the Bay Area with easy access to the
cultural center that is San Francisco.

Chartwell

Price: AU $18.99           NZ $21.99
ISBN: 9780785839279
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 214h x 152w mm
Extent: 204 pages
Bic1: Diaries, letters & journals
Author now living: 97807858392
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Bruce Springsteen
Meredith Ochs

Bruce Springsteen: An Illustrated Biography offers fans an intimate look into the life of this beloved artist,
including photos of The Boss, both on and off the stage.

Description
Bruce Springsteen: An Illustrated Biography—loaded with stage and candid photos of this peerless rock star—is the
ultimate collector's item for any fan of The Boss. Through story and images, Bruce Springsteen: An Illustrated Biography
chronicles the life of The Boss—one of America's favorite rock stars and one of the biggest-selling artists in history.
Springsteen's monolithic music career spans a full half-century, from 1968 to present, and has included dozens of tours,
awards, and 20 Grammys. In-depth chapters track Springsteen through his childhood in Freehold, New Jersey, the
formation of the E Street Band, the breakout album Born to Run and mega-hit Born in the U.S.A., all the way to the
present where he continues to pack arenas and inspire generations of loyal fans, including his smash hit, Springsteen on
Broadway. Incredibly, Springsteen's stage presence, star power, and musicianship are as strong as ever. With about 150
images of Springsteen, both on and off stage, this illustrated biography shows what words can't always tell, to give fans a
full and intimate look at the musician's life.

About the Author
Meredith Ochs is a writer, radio personality, musician, photographer, sailor, and world traveler. She is a talk show host
and deejay at Sirius XM and a commentator for NPR's All Things Considered. Her work has appeared in Rolling Stone,
Entertainment Weekly, Guitar World, and numerous other publications. She is a 2016 Gracie Award winner in the
category of Outstanding Portrait/Biography for her “Women and Wheels” special. Ochs is a longtime resident of Hoboken,
New Jersey, and her favorite Springsteen album is Darkness on the Edge of Town.

Chartwell

Price: AU $29.99           NZ $32.99
ISBN: 9780785840039
Format: Misc HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
Dimensions: 298h x 210w mm
Extent: 184 pages
Bic1: Autobiography: arts & entertainment
Author now living: 97807858400
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Shadow Magic
Sophie Collins

If modern party games seem stiff and soulless, step out of the shadows with this nostalgic book. Just a little
practice will have you demonstrating the roar of a lion and the snap of a crocodile; and soon youll be
putting on an entire show to impress your friends and family.

Description
Shadow Magic contains 75 shadow animals to learn, ranging from simple one hand creations such as a swallow or a
duck, to challenging two-hand shadows which allow you to create anything from a coyote to a rhinoceros. There are also
simple exercises for the hands and fingers to help you prepare to make the more advanced creatures, and advice on how
the different shadow animals could be used to create your own shadow theatre to entertain your friends and family.

About the Author
Sophie Collins is a writer, editor and pet lover. She is the author of the popular dog behaviour books Why Does my Dog
do That? and Games & Tricks to Teach your Dog.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Ferrari
Dennis Adler

Ferrari - perhaps the most storied car manufacturer in existence-celebrates its 75th anniversary in 2022.
Ferrari: 75 Years chronicles the company's legendary story with a special emphasis on the production and
sporting cars from 1947 to today.

Description
Celebrate 75 years of Ferrari with this complete, fascinating, and stunningly illustrated history highlighting the companys
legendary sports cars and their worldwide influence. A stellar combination of beauty, engineering, racing success,
exclusivity, and Italian flair combine to make Ferrari the worlds most legendary carmaker. All these traits coalesce in the
form of Ferraris road cars. No other sports car manufacturer has so consistently set the bar for style and performance. Its
a near unbroken 75-year run of automotive hits:

- The 125S in 1947
- The versatile 340 in the 1950s
- The stunning 250s and 275s of the 1960s
- The Daytona in the 1970s
- The shocking F40 in the 1990s
- The modern eras outrageous hypercars like the Enzo, F8, and LaFerrari

Ferrari: 75 Years dives deep into Ferraris sports car history beginning in 1947, but also examines Enzo Ferraris early
career with Alfa-Romeo before he launched his legendary company. Automotive historian and photographer Dennis Adler
offers Ferrari owners and fans a full and fascinating picture of Maranello's 75 years of sports car manufacturing. Adler's
detailed text is accompanied by his breathtaking photography and supplemented by important historic images. For 75
years, Ferrari has created high-performance automotive works of art to fire the imaginations of car lovers and
performance enthusiasts the world over. Ferrari: 75 Years provides an inspiring and illuminating look back at this history.

About the Author
Award-winning author, photographer, and historian Dennis Adler is recognized as one of Americas most published
authors and historians. He has been seen on Good Morning America, The Today Show, and CBS Sunday Morning. The
author of thirty-seven books on collectible cars and historic firearms, as well as a former magazine editor, Adler has had
more than five thousand articles and photographs published during his 35-year career.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Complete Book of Ford Mustang
Mike Mueller

The Complete Book of Ford Mustang, 4th Edition details the development, technical specifications, and history
of America's original pony car, now updated to cover cars through the 2021 model year.

Description
This lavishly illustrated, officially licensed reference work walks you through Mustang's nearly 60 years of continuous
production-a rich and varied history nearly unmatched in the automotive world. Ford's Mustang is America's most iconic
pony car. According to many, it is the only vehicle that really actually deserves the title "pony car." From the first six-
cylinder Mustang of 1964-1/2 through fire-breathing, world-beating Boss and Shelby versions of the 1960s and early '70s,
to today's Mustang Mach 1 and Shelby GT500, The Complete Book of Ford Mustang offers an in-depth look at the
prototypes and experimental models, the anniversary and pace cars, and the specialty packages for street and
competition driving that have made the Mustang an automotive legend for nearly 60 years.

Created in cooperation with Ford and providing extensive details, specifications, and photographic coverage, this book is
the ultimate resource on America's best-loved pony car. Any muscle-car enthusiast, motorsports fan, or car collector will
want this book in their collection.

Also available from the Complete Book Series:Complete Book of Classic Ford Tractors, Complete Book of Moto Guzzi,
Complete Book of Farmall Tractors, Complete Book of BMW Motorcycles, Complete Book of Classic John Deere
Tractors, Complete Book of Jaguar, Complete Book of Porsche 911, Complete Book of Classic Ford and Mercury Muscle
Cars, Complete Book of Chevrolet Camaro, Complete Book of Classic Volkswagens, Complete Book of Classic Chevrolet
Muscle Cars, The Complete Book of Ducati Motorcycles, and Complete Book of Classic Dodge and Plymouth Muscle.

About the Author
Mike Mueller has worked as an automotive photojournalist since 1991. A lifetime car enthusiast, Mueller has written and
photographed more than 30 automotive and truck history books and contributed photography to at least that many more.
His byline has appeared in countless magazines over the years, including Vette and Corvette Fever. Among his long list
of titles are Motorbooks' Chevy Chevelle 50 Years, The Complete Book of Classic Dodge and Plymouth Muscle, Camaro:
50 Years of Chevy Performance, and The Complete Book of Ford Mustang.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Complete Book of Corvette
Mike Mueller

The Complete Book of Corvette is the ultimate reference to every production Corvette offered since 1953
including the all-new mid-engine Corvette Stingray.

Description
The Complete Book of Corvette covers every production model and every year of Chevrolet's legendary performance car.
Every Z06 and ZR-1, racers, prototypes, Indy pace cars-they're all here, including the stunning mid-engine 2020 Corvette
Stingray. Every model year is presented with an insightful text, technical specifications, and beautiful photography culled
from the author's own images and GM's photographic archives.

With more than sixty years of production under its belt, the Corvette remains a world-class sports car offering a
fascinating development story and a stellar competition record. The Complete Book of Corvette covers all eight
generations, from the first six-cylinder model in 1953 to the all-conquering L88 of the 1960s to 21st century ZR1 and Z06
to today's tour de force mid-engine Stingray-the ultimate expression of Chevrolet's and Zora Arkus Duntov's vision.
Prototypes, racers, one-offs, and specialty packages also get their due as do the designers and engineers behind the
iconic Corvette.

It's all here in the ultimate reference for all Corvette enthusiasts.

About the Author
Mike Mueller has worked as an automotive photojournalist since 1991. A lifetime car enthusiast, Mueller has written and
photographed more than 30 automotive and truck history books and contributed photography to at least that many more.
His byline has appeared in countless magazines over the years, including Vette and Corvette Fever. Among his long list
of titles are Motorbooks' Chevy Chevelle 50 Years, The Complete Book of Classic Dodge and Plymouth Muscle, Camaro:
50 Years of Chevy Performance, and The Complete Book of Ford Mustang.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Complete Book of Classic Ford Tractors
Andrew Morland,  Robert N. Pripps

The Complete Book of Classic Ford Tractors presents the evolution of the popular machines from 1917 to
1996. Model histories are accompanied by detailed specification charts and, of course, gorgeous
photography of restored models.

Description
Heres your beautifully photographed one-stop source for everything you ever wanted to know about the immensely
popular classic Ford tractors. First manufactured in 1917, Ford tractors (initially sold under the Fordson name, a
contraction of Henry Ford & Son) were, thanks to mass production, the first affordable and reliable machines that allowed
small farmers to replace draft animals. Though manufacture was exclusive to Great Britain by the 1930s, Ford tractors
returned stateside with a roar in 1939 with the 9N, which incorporated the hitch system of Irish engineer and inventor
Harry Ferguson. In this comprehensive addition to Motorbooks' Complete Book Series, tractor historian Robert Pripps
provides a detailed and complete account of Ford tractors, from the earliest Fordsons to the Ford-Fergusons, the Ford N
Series, and the Ford "World" tractors manufactured into the 1970s. Amply illustrated, the book also offers extensive
information on the numerous options and accessories, implements and variations that came out of Dearborn, Sherman
Bros., and the great Funk Bros. hot rod conversions that could make each of these popular machines utterly unique. In
between, the book traces year-to-year model changes within each series. With content from Pripps' best-selling The Big
Book of Ford Tractors and The Illustrated Ford and Fordson Tractor Buyer's Guide, The Complete Book of Ford Tractors
is supplemented with new text, data-packed specification boxes, and a largely new selection of incredible color
photography and period advertising. The only book offering comprehensive coverage of the breadth of collectible Ford
tractors, The Complete Book of Ford Tractors is a must-have volume for every tractor enthusiasts library. Also available
from the Complete Books series: The Complete Book of Classic John Deere Tractors and The Complete Book of Farmall
Tractors.

About the Author
Andrew Morland is a freelance photojournalist. He is the photographer of numerous Voyageur Press tractor books,
including The Bigger Book of John Deere, Vintage Ford Tractors, and Classic Tractors of the World. He lives in Somerset,
England.Robert N. Pripps has authored or co-authored dozens of farm tractor books, including The Field Guide to Classic
Farm Tractors, The Complete Book of Farmall Tractors, and more. He lives near Park Falls, Wisconsin, where he owns a
maple syrup farm.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Complete Book of Classic John Deere Tractors
Don Macmillan, contributions by John Dietz,  Andrew Morland and
Randy

The Complete Book of Classic John Deere Tractors explores the range of iconic 'green tractors' with which
Illinois-based John Deere has become one of the world's most recognizable brands.

Description
The Complete Book of Classic John Deere Tractors features descriptions, photography, and spec charts for farm legends
including the kerosene-powered 1918 Waterloo Boy, classic two-cylinder models, and the redesigned New Generation
and New Generation II lines.

Part of Motorbooks' Complete Book series, this fact-packed volume takes you through dozens of John Deere farm
models, beginning with the 1892 Waterloo Boy and ending with the game-changing New Generation and Generation II
lines. With selected text from The Bigger Book of John Deere by late legendary Deere historian Don Macmillan, this book
details year-to-year model changes within each series and offers comprehensive specs charts compiled by Deere
authority John Dietz.

In addition to the Waterloo Boy, you'll witness the entire 40-plus years of two-cylinder 'Johnny Poppers,' from the 1924
Model D through the 830 Series models in 1960, and the styled tractors of the prewar and postwar years. Also featured
heavily are the groundbreaking New Generation tractors launched to much fanfare in 1960 and their successors, the New
Generation II lineup with their Sound-Gard cabs. Standard, row-crop, orchard, and even a selection of experimental
models…they're all here. In addition, you'll find coverage of John Deere's rich international heritage, with tractors
produced in Spain, Germany, and Australia.

Illustrated with incredible color photography and period advertising, The Complete Book of Classic John Deere Tractors is
an essential edition for the library of any Deere fanatic.

About the Author
The late Don Macmillan was one of the world's most respected authorities on Deere & Company. He bought his first
Deere tractor in 1943, was appointed the first Deere dealer in the United Kingdom in 1958, and went on to establish one
of the world's foremost collections of Deere tractors and memorabilia. Working with Deere & Company, he authored John
Deere Tractors & Equipment Volumes 1 and 2 and John Deere Tractors Worldwide, all published by the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers. He is also the author of The Bigger Book of John Deere and John Deere Tractor
Legacy.

John Dietz is a writer and photographer based in Arden, Manitoba, Canada. He has authored the books John Deere Two-
Cylinder Buyer's Guide and Classic John Deere Tractors, and he writes for several agriculture magazines.

Andrew Morland is a freelance photojournalist. He is the photographer of numerous Voyageur Press tractor books,
Motorbooks
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Manga & Chibis Coloring Book
Walter Foster Creative Team

Manga & Chibis Coloring Book offers a relaxing escape into the world of coloring manga, anime, and cute chibi
characters.

Description
With more than 40 illustrations to color and enjoy, Manga & Chibis Coloring Book offers a stress-free escape into the
world of coloring manga, anime, and cute chibi characters. This beautiful coloring book features:

- Thick, quality paper that allows you to color with your choice of colored pencils, crayons, markers, and more
- Perforated pages for easy tear-out and framing
- One-sided printing for display purposes and to avoid bleed-through

A perfect choice for:

- Coloring book hobbyists
- Manga and anime enthusiasts
- Aspiring manga, chibi, and kawaii artists
- Manga, comic book, and graphic novel lovers

Manga & Chibis Coloring Book will inspire anime and manga enthusiasts and artists of all ages to color and learn to draw
a variety of manga heroes, heroines, and characters.

About the Author
Founded in 1922 by artist Walter T. Foster, Walter Foster Publishing, an imprint of The Quarto Group, is the worlds
leading publisher of instructional art books and kits for adults and children. Walter Fosters diverse selection of drawing,
painting, doodling, and mixed media art books and kits have created a foundation for millions of beginning, intermediate,
and advanced artists looking to hone their talents, learn new techniques, and discover different mediums. From color
mixing recipes and art tools to the fundamentals of drawing and painting, Walter Fosters books cover a wide variety of
topics and mediums across a broad spectrum of traditional and eclectic subject matter for artists of all skill levels. Walter
Foster Publishing continues to expand its offerings every year, producing cutting-edge art-instruction books and kits for a
worldwide audience.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Understanding Light (The Urban Sketching Handbook)
Katie Woodward

Understanding Light (The Urban Sketching Handbook) helps urban sketchers develop the skills they need to
capture and express different kinds of light, both natural and artificial, in both day and night scenes.

Description
Understanding Light (The Urban Sketching Handbook) is an informative guide to heightening the impact of your artwork
by capturing the look and subtleties of light in any scene. In settings ranging from fields and mountains at daybreak to
neon cityscapes at midnight, learn how to express light effects through color and value to improve and refine your
drawings and paintings. Artist and urban sketcher Katie Woodward offers strategies for:

- Selectively translating values for maximum effect
- Using your sketchbook to experiment with the effects of natural as well as artificial light
- Considering many options for visual solutions through work contributed by experienced urban sketchers

Master the art of rendering light with Understanding Light (The Urban Sketching Handbook) as your guide. The Urban
Sketching Handbook series offers location artists expert instruction on creative techniques, on-location tips and advice,
and an abundance of visual inspiration. These handy references come in a compact, easy-to-carry format with an elastic
band closure-perfect to toss in your backpack or artist's tote.

About the Author
Katie Woodward is an urban sketcher and watercolor painter living in Brooklyn, New York. She has a background in
painting scenery for theater, including a BFA in Theatrical Production Arts from Ithaca College, and spent ten years
painting scenery and making props from regional theater to Broadway. In 2014 she picked up urban sketching as a hobby
between theater gigs, and now over a thousand of her sketches and paintings are in personal collections around the
globe. She is a member of the NYC Urban Sketchers and has taught several 10x10 workshops in her home city. In
addition to completing an official artist residency at Bryant Park, she feels like she is in the middle of a very long unofficial
artist residency of the whole city. Katie is also the “Woodward” half of Woodward and Father, making and selling
sketchboards and watercolor palettes with her Dad. You can follow her at her website, ramblingsketcher.com, or on
Instagram @ramblingsketcher.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Drawing with a Tablet (Urban Sketching Handbook)
Uma Kelkar

Drawing with a Tablet (Urban Sketching Handbook) presents step-by-step instruction on how to draw with a
tablet on location.

Description
In Drawing with a Tablet (Urban Sketching Handbook) readers will learn step by step how to create amazing drawings
while on the go. In the sixth volume of the Urban Sketching Handbook series, popular artist and workshop instructor Uma
Kelkar shows sketchers how to take their digital drawing to the next level. Whether you are new to sketching or wish to try
the latest technology, this useful guide share expert tips and techniques for drawing on a tablet. With a focus on using the
ProCreate tool, but with information that is relevant to other digital platforms, you will start with the basics, such as
opening your file, choosing your resolution, determining your palette, and how to simplify your tools by creating a
preferred set of brushes. The book also covers using layers and groups of layers, and shows you how to create a sketch
from start to finish. Whether you are drawing at home, en plein air, on the go, or even at night, learn how to enliven your
digital drawings and enhance your skills.

About the Author
Uma Kelkar has won multiple awards for her plein air and in studio watercolor paintings. Having taken part in multiple
national and international juried shows, she has also exhibited professional solo shows. She is interested in sketching as
a daily practice, digital illustration, and her work is also featured in books on urban sketching and portrait painting. Apart
from her own practice, Uma curates shows and teaches locally, nationally, and internationally. Her key strength is
bridging the gap between traditional and digital media and employing them both as situation demands. When Uma is not
doing art on paper or an iPad, she designs chips for high speed communications in Silicon Valley. She holds a Masters
Degree in Electrical Engineering from Stanford University. The absence of formal art education frees her from norms and
allows her to put her emotions on paper and be bold and exploratory in her approach.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Get Messy Art
Caylee Grey

Forget perfection—grab your supplies and get messy with the easy techniques and projects for creating with
watercolor, acrylic, markers, inks, and more in Get Messy Art. Play, experiment, and explore with zero
judgment, zero pressure, and all the fun.

Description
Getting messy is the best part of creating! Get Messy Art gives you the freedom, inspiration, and ideas to experiment and
play with art techniques and projects to create perfectly imperfect art. We're always told that play and experimentation is
the foundation of growing as an artist. But where do you start? Where to find new techniques to try? How do you bring
them all together? Get Messy Art has all the guidance, instruction, and inspiration you need.

Based on the popular online class and community website Get Messy Art, this book brings together tons of creative art
techniques and projects, including painting with watercolor and acrylic, mark making, drawing with markers and pen and
ink, sketching faces, and much more. The fun doesn't stop there. You'll also learn how to make your own art journals and
trendy junk journals-easy handmade books to work in that are personalized and one of a kind. In Get Messy Art you'll
discover:

- A welcoming environment that encourages play and experimentation, to help you become the artist you always wanted
to be.
- How to use no-rules, no-stress art techniques as a creative outlet to express feelings.
- Actionable inspiration that will keep you going, even when motivation is scarce.
- Fresh techniques that will show you innovative ways to use low-cost supplies such as paint and mediums, stencils,
pens, and paper.
- Easy background techniques that will get you started and banish fear of the blank page.
- The satisfaction of making your own unique journals using simple methods.

Ultimately, art is all about creating for the sake of creating. It's powerful, it's cathartic, it's messy-and it's all yours. It's time
to get messy!

About the Author
Caylee Grey is a South African artist who created Get Messy Art in 2014. Her creative adventure began as a way for her
to get messy, ditch perfectionism, stay accountable, and consistently create art. Other artists wanted the same in their
creative practice and a business and a community were born. Behind Get Messys digital doors are thousands of creative
sparks taught by more than 100 teachers, and a supportive group of fellow artists who love sharing their artwork. A self-
taught artist, Caylee believes in making a whole bunch of really average art in order to get to the good stuff. She's
honored to lead a community of incredible humans passionate about cultivating their art practice. Caylee lives in
Germany. Get Messy Art website: getmessyart.com/ Get Messy Art Instagram: @getmessyartjournal Caylee Grey
Instagram: @cayleegrey
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Crafty Chica Creates!
Kathy Cano Murillo

The Queen of Latina Style, Kathy Cano Murillo, is back with fantastic art and craft projects&mdash;including
brand-new ideas and previous favorites&mdash;in The New Crafty Chica Collection.

Description
The Crafty Chica is back! In The New Crafty Chica Collection, a revised and expanded edition of the original book, Kathy
Cano Murillo brings her vibrant style to Latino-centric art and craft projects galore. With completely new projects joining
previous favorites, get fun techniques for painting, sewing, mixed media, clay, and paper crafts, and learn how to
incorporate recycled materials into artwork. The projects and techniques are ideal for all skill levels. New to this book are
projects such as:

- A layered resin art piece
- A hanging sacred heart sculpture
- Mexican pan dulce jewelry made from polymer clay
- A shrug made from Mexican scarves
- A tote created from an embroidered blouse
- Hand-stitched journals
- Stamped clay dishes
- And much more

Embrace the Latino culture or connect with your cultural roots by making beautiful crafts with the Queen of Latina Style.
Youll discover:

- Innovative ways to work with a wide range of materials, including polymer and air-dry clay, resin, wood, and fabric
- How to fully embrace vivid color palettes
- Ways of repurposing everyday supplies into gorgeous art pieces that make great gifts
- Great techniques for sculpting, sewing, painting, and embellishing that will boost skills and confidence

Join the Crafty Chica and create exciting, engaging art today.

About the Author
Kathy Cano Murillo is a Mexican-American author, artist, and founder of the award-winning brand CraftyChica. A former
syndicated columnist for The Arizona Republic, she is now a full-time creativepreneur, which has led to multiple Crafty
Chica mass retail product lines and collaborations with many national brands. She has authored seven craft books, two
novels, and Forever Frida: A Celebration of the Life, Art, Loves, Words, and Style of Frida Kahlo. She has been featured
in Forbes, The New York Times, BuzzFeed, and more. Kathy's life's mission is to inspire others to bring out their inner
sparkle&mdash;and to see the sparkle in others. Kathy lives in Phoenix, Arizona.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Science Art and Drawing Games for Kids
Karyn Tripp

Science Art and Drawing Games for Kids is a collection of 40+ activities that teach/demonstrate science
concepts through art, crafts, and other fun hands-on projects.

Description
In Science Art and Drawing Games for Kids, you'll find an amazing collection of more than 40 hands-on art activities that
make learning about science fun. Written by Karyn Tripp, author of Math Art and Drawing Games for Kids and creator of
the popular educational blog TeachBesideMe.com, the book guides children ages 8 and up through hands-on activities
that explore an engaging variety of art and craft techniques and science concepts, including:

- Energy & Motion. Create art, toys, and sculptures that spin, flap, and climb.
- Electricity & Magnetism. Make special light-up greeting cards, and use magnets to create abstract paintings and solve
mazes.
- Living Science. Craft tiny terrariums, create plantable seed paper, and make your own paints using natural materials.
- Chemical Reactions. Create exploding paintballs, grow a garden of crystal flowers, and learn to make plastic out of milk.
- Color & Light. Combine shaving cream and food coloring to make marbled paper, use the sun to print on paper and
fabric, and make an awesome kaleidoscope from scratch.

Take a creative path to studying science with Science Art and Drawing Games for Kids!

About the Author
Karyn Tripp is a former public school teacher turned homeschool mom of four kids. Through her online community
TeachBesideMe.com, she shares with teachers and homeschool parents how to make learning enjoyable and engaging,
and eases the burdens of her fellow educators by offering exciting and memorable learning activities. Karyn is also a
member of STEAM Kids Books, a group of educational bloggers&mdash;engineers, teachers, math nerds, art lovers, and
writers&mdash;who have thus far co-written and self-published three titles. She lives in Cedar Hills, Utah.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Birds & Botanicals (Mindful Artist)
Monika Cilmi

With Birds & Botanicals (Mindful Artist) artists of all skill levels can learn to use ink and zen brushwork to
create elegant paintings of birds, flowers, plants, and more.

Description
Birds & Botanicals (Mindful Artist) features tips, techniques, and step-by-step projects for working mindfully with Japanese
ink and brush pens to create elegant artwork featuring birds, flowers, plants, and more.

While harnessing the power of meditation, you will learn to create personalized pieces in black ink as well as color.
Theres no need to follow the instructions exactly; just make what inspires you. Begin with an introduction to mindfulness
and the connections between art and meditation. Then dive into detailed sections on the tools and materials needed to
create the art in the book, as well as inking and coloring techniques, including brushstrokes. The step-by-step projects
that follow take you through the process of creating your own ink-and-brush art, with large images that illustrate the
techniques and detailed, easy-to-follow instructions for brushwork, adding color, and more. The layout design is airy and
contemporary to match the art style.

The Mindful Artist series from Walter Foster Publishing encourages artists to enjoy working in their favorite media to
create relaxing, reflective art. With this series, artists of all skill levels can learn to focus on enjoying the creative process,
rather than worrying about the end result. Throughout the books are tips for practicing mindfulness and meditation
through art.

Birds & Botanicals (Mindful Artist) encourages you to remain zen as you create beautiful, calming artwork. Explore even
more mindful creativity with Mindful Artist: Sumi-e Painting.

About the Author
Monika Cilmi has a post-graduate certificate in Korean and Japanese art and an MA in fine art. She has exhibited her
work internationally, and she works as both an artist and a tutor. She is passionate about both Korean and Japanese art,
and she is guided by the relationship between nature and gesture.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Information Design Workbook
Kim Baer

Information Design Workbook, Revised and Updated provides an up-to-date guide on creating visually
compelling and useful graphics.

Description
Information Design Workbook, Revised and Updated takes a methodical, yet comprehensive, approach to conveying the
fundamentals of effective, innovative information design. With several new case studies and the latest approaches, you'll
examine the history, theory, criticism, technology and media, process, method, and practice of information design and
learn how to create visually compelling and meaningful graphics.

Opening with a very brief history followed by an instructive breakdown of the discipline, get an intimate understanding of
the complexities of crafting information design to effectively improve communication both functionally and aesthetically.
You'll learn every aspect of the discovery process, including how to work within your clients business structure, create a
project timeline, identify and prioritize possible audiences, construct a creative brief, and explore personas (user profiles)
and scenarios. Then, explore best practices and get practical tips on creating planning documents and testing your
design. An overview of key design principles-including color, type styling, structure, and graphic elements-shows you how
to apply these basic tools to develop powerful information design solutions.

A wide range of case studies from premier design firms around the world illustrate how all the complex considerations and
techniques outlined in the first half of the book come into play. The author critiques and explains why each design is
successful in terms of formal quality (Aesthetics) and function (How does it improve communication?). The case studies
include cutting edge examples of printed matter, information graphics, interactive experiences, environmental design, as
well as experimental projects. Using these principles and methods as a foundation and the real-world examples as a
springboard, you can learn to execute well-crafted, functional, and aesthetically beautiful information design.

About the Author
Kim Baer is principal of Los Angeles-based design studio KBDA, which she founded in 1982. The firms client list ranges
from nonprofit organizations, such as the Prostate Cancer Foundation, UCLA, and Chamber Music Los Angeles, to
consumer-oriented companies, such as Nike, Nissan, and Hilton Hotels.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 All the Women of the Bible
M del Mastro

Saints, sinners, harlots, and angels-all are included in this wonderful biographical reference and collection of
stories of over 400 biblical women. See how their struggles, successes, and failures still resonate today.

Description
If you've ever asked yourself the question, "Who was she?" while reading the Bible, you need only to open this amazing
book to find out.

A devotional study of the women who taught us love and compassion, this  comprehensive guide presents the successes
and shortcomings of all of the key  characters in the Good Book. As you review the lives of these classic matriarchs, you'll
find that most of these biblical women have joys and follies that align with your own.

All the Women of the Bible is divided into two sections: The Book of Names and  The Book of Stories.

- The Book of Names: With over 400 entries, this well-researched and easy-to follow  biographical dictionary and
"thesaurus" lists each woman, along with  a short description of her life, citations where her story can be found, and cross
references to other dictionary entries. - The Book of Stories: Taking a different, more narrative tone, this second
part retells in rich detail the stories of 56 very important women-women  whose lives were changed by crisis and
challenge; women who learned, shared,  or shunned faith in the Lord.

Complete with scripture passages and citations, this book is an ideal study aid for  those deeply interested to the Bible.

About the Author

Chartwell
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Concrete Concept
Christopher Beanland

Concrete Concept takes architecture admirers on a tour of the world's most impressive, celebrated and
controversial Brutalist buildings.

Description
"A lively journey around the worlds brutalist buildings" - FRIEZE.COM

"A dazzlingly shot whistle-stop of the much-maligned styles greatest hits ... the book showcases confidence, clarity and
the historical importance of the movement" - MONOCLE

No modern architectural movement has aroused so much awe and so much ire as Brutalism. This is architecture at its
most assertive: compelling, distinctive, sometimes terrifying. But, as Concrete Concept shows, Brutalism can be about
love as well as hate. This inspiring and informative photographic survey profiles 50 brutalist buildings from around the
world. Travelling the globe - from Le Corbusiers Unite d'Habitation (Marseille, France), to the Former Whitney Museum
(New York City, USA), to Preston Bus Station (Preston, UK) - this book covers concrete architecture in its most
extraordinary forms, demonstrating how Brutalism has changed our landscapes and infected popular culture.

Now in a stylish mini format, this is the perfect tour of Brutalisms biggest hits.

About the Author

Frances Lincoln (Adult)
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 A Memory for Murder
Anne Holt

The third instalment in Anne Holt's fantastically atmospheric new crime series featuring Selma Falck.

Description
When former high-powered lawyer turned PI Selma Falck is shot and her oldest friend, a junior MP, is killed in a sniper
attack, everyone - including the police - assume that Selma was the prime target.

But when two other people with connections to the MP are also found murdered, it becomes clear that there is a wider
conspiracy at play.

As Selma sets out to avenge her friend's death, and discover the truth behind the conspiracy, her own life is threatened
once again. Only this time, the danger may be closer to home than she could possibly have realised...

About the Author
Anne Holt is Norway's bestselling female crime writer. She spent two years working for the Oslo Police Department before
founding her own law firm and serving as Norway's Minster for Justice between 1996 and 1997. She is published in 30
languages with over 10 million copies of her books sold.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Dog Park
Sofi Oksanen

From a major internationally acclaimed writer - author of Purge - comes a ferociously plotted novel of intrigue,
betrayal, and murder in the global fertility market.

Description
Helsinki, 2016. Olenka sits on a bench, watching a family play in a dog park. A stranger sits down beside her. Olenka
startles; she would recognize this other woman anywhere. After all, Olenka was the one who ruined her life. And this
woman may be about to do the same to Olenka. Yet, for a fragile moment, here they are, together - looking at their own
children being raised by other people.

Moving seamlessly between modern-day Finland and Ukraine in the early days of its post-Soviet independence, Dog Park
is a keenly observed, dark and propulsive novel set at the intersection of East and West, centered in a web of exploitation
and the commodification of the female body. Oksanen brings fearless psychological acuity to this captivating story about
a woman unable to escape the memory of her lost child, the ruthless powers that still hunt her, and the lies that could well
end up saving her.

About the Author
SOFI OKSANEN is a Finnish-Estonian novelist and playwright. She has received numerous prizes for her work, including
the Swedish Academy Nordic Prize, the Prix Femina, the Budapest Grand Prize, the European Book Prize, and the
Nordic Council Literature Prize. She lives in Helsinki.

Owen F. Witesman is a professional literary translator with a master's in Finnish and Estonian area studies and a PhD in
public affairs from Indiana University. He currently lives in Springville, Utah.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Forger's Daughter
Bradford Morrow

A brilliant and thrilling exploration of the passion that drives rare-book collectors to the razor-sharp edge of
morality.

Description
When a scream shatters the summer night outside their country house, reformed literary forger Will and his wife Meghan
find their daughter Maisie shaken and bloodied, holding a parcel her attacker demanded she present to her father. Inside
is a literary rarity the likes of which few have ever handled, and a letter laying out impossible demands regarding its
future.

After twenty years of living life on the straight and narrow, Will finds himself drawn back to forgery, ensnared in a plot to
counterfeit the rarest book in American literature: Edgar Allan Poe's first publication, Tamerlane. Facing threats to his life
and family, coerced by his former nemesis and fellow forger Henry Slader, Will must rely on the artistic skills of his other
daughter Nicole to help create a flawless forgery of this 1827 publication regarded as the Holy Grail of American letters.

Part mystery, part case study of the shadowy side of the book trade, and part homage to the writer who invented the
detective tale, The Forger's Daughter portrays the world of literary forgery as diabolically clever, genuinely dangerous and
inescapable, it would seem, to those who have ever embraced it.

About the Author
Bradford Morrow is the author of eight novels, including Trinity Fields, The Diviner's Tale and The Prague Sonata, as well
as a short story collection, The Uninnocent. He is the founding editor of Conjunctions and has contributed to many
anthologies and journals. A Bard Center Fellow and professor of literature at Bard College, he lives in New York City.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Notes on a Marriage
Marie Lavoie

A comedy about what happens to a woman when she discovers her husband's affair.

Description
Forty-eight-year-old Diane's husband has just left her for a younger woman - because, he says, she 'bores' him. Diane
takes the charge to heart and, alongside wild and hilarious best friend Claudine, embarks on a journey to restore her faith
in herself and work out exactly what she is left with after all these years.

Witty, sharp and emotionally rich, this is a story about freedom and identity and how it's never too late to put yourself first.

About the Author
Marie Lavoie is a prize-winning Canadian author of whip-smart social comedies.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 On the Bright Side
Nell Carter

Between them Jack and Clare have always done exactly what they're supposed to. Yet, life has left them lost
and adrift. When they meet, fate offers them both chance.

Description
'Warm and wise' Julie Cohen

'Just loved' Susan Lewis

'Sage, heartfelt and real' Beth Morrey

There's always time for a second chance...

At least that is what people say. But what if it's true? What if you could walk out the door and build a whole new you, a
whole new life?

Clare and Jack are about to find out.

He's a middle-aged barrister, living life as he 'should'. She's a recently divorced dance teacher and mum to a teenage
daughter. Change isn't easy for either of them.

But it's not impossible.

If they do something BIG, could the next half of their lives be the best half?

About the Author
Nell Carter lives in Ascot with her husband. They have two grown-up daughters. One of seven children, Nell likes to write
about the nuances and subtle layers of human relationships, peeling them away to see what's really going on beneath.

Welbeck
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Pride and Prejudice (Chartwell Classics)
Jane Austen

Austen's mastery of irony, dialogue, and realism make Pride and Prejudice a pure pleasure to read. Don't miss
this elegantly designed classic.

Description
Enjoy Jane Austen's mastery of irony, dialogue, and realism in the unforgettable love story Pride and Prejudice, then
share this classic piece of literature with a new generation.

When headstrong and independent Elizabeth Bennet is required to find a wealthy husband, her encounter with the
arrogant Mr. Darcy leads to one of the most entertaining and satisfying courtships ever imagined. Beyond the romance,
Pride and Prejudice is a book full of humor and wit that is also a commentary on upper-class social manners at the turn of
the nineteenth century. Even though it is concerned with love and marriage, the novel is a rejection of Romanticism, a
popular way of imagining the world at that time. Austen preferred to highlight the rational abilities of her characters and
not portray them as completely controlled by their emotions. Pride andPrejudice's characters aren't robots, though.
Austen shows universal situations in a perfectly clear light-embarrassment when someone is foolish, the nervous feeling
of falling in love, and the chagrin caused by making a big mistake. Austen's mastery of irony, dialogue, and realism
support character development and make Pride and Prejudice a pure pleasure to read.

Complete and unabridged, this elegantly designed, jacketed hardcover edition features an introduction by Victorian
literature scholar Deborah Lutz and a timeline of the life and times of Jane Austen.

Essential volumes for the shelves of every classic literature lover, the Chartwell Classics series includes beautifully
presented works and collections from some of the most important authors in literary history. Chartwell Classics are the
editions of choice for the most discerning literature buffs.

Other titles in the Chartwell Classics Series include: Complete Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft; Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales;
Complete Novels of Jane Austen; Complete Sherlock Holme; Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allen Poe; Complete
Works of William Shakespeare; Divine Comedy; Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales;The Essential Tales of
H.P. Lovecraft; The Federalist Papers; The Inferno; The Call of the Wild and White Fang; Moby Dick; The Odyssey; The
Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales; Emma; The Great Gatsby; The Secret Garden; Anne of Green Gables; The Essential
Tales and Poems of Edgar Allan Poe; The Phantom of the Opera; The Communist Manifesto and Das Kapital; Republic;
Frankenstein; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; The Picture of Dorian Gray; Meditations; Wuthering Heights;
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass; A Tales of Two Cities; Beowulf; The Strange Case of
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Other Stories; Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; Little Women

About the Author
Jane Austen was born in 1775 at Steventon, Hampshire. She was the seventh child of the local rector, and her life, by
modern standards, was uneventful. In 1801 she moved with her parents to Bath but returned to Hampshire when her
father died, settling in the village of Chawton. She remained there until 1817, when she moved to Winchester to be withinChartwell
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass
(Chartwell Classics)
Lewis Carroll, illustrated by John Tenniel

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass are included in this newly designed jacketed
hardcover edition.

Description
Delve into this stunning collector's edition boasting the complete and unabridged versions of Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass.

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass is unabridged and complete, and includes both Alice
books. Follow Alice on her fanciful journey down the rabbit hole and through the mirror where she meets friends and foes
like the Mad Hatter, Cheshire Cat, the Jabberwock, and the Caterpillar! This volume contains all the fantasy that has been
delighting adults and children alike for over 150 years. For Lewis Carroll fans worldwide, this elegantly designed, jacketed
hardcover edition features an introduction by English literature scholar Jennifer Garlen and the original 90+ wood-
engraved illustrations created by John Tenniel for the first published versions of the books.

Essential volumes for the shelves of every classic literature lover, the Chartwell Classics series includes beautifully
presented works and collections from some of the most important authors in literary history. Chartwell Classics are the
editions of choice for the most discerning literature buffs.

Other titles in the Chartwell Classics Series include: Complete Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft; Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales;
Complete Novels of Jane Austen; Complete Sherlock Holme; Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allen Poe; Complete
Works of William Shakespeare; Divine Comedy; Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales;The Essential Tales of
H.P. Lovecraft; The Federalist Papers; The Inferno; The Call of the Wild and White Fang; Moby Dick; The Odyssey; Pride
and Prejudice; The Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales; Emma; The Great Gatsby; The Secret Garden; Anne of Green Gables;
The Essential Tales and Poems of Edgar Allan Poe; The Phantom of the Opera; The Communist Manifesto and Das
Kapital; Republic; Frankenstein; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; The Picture of Dorian Gray; Meditations;
Wuthering Heights; A Tales of Two Cities; Beowulf; The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Other Stories;
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; Little Women

About the Author
Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (1832-1898), known by his pen name, Lewis Carroll, was an English mathematician,
photographer, and prolific writer, especially known for his beloved books Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through
the Looking-Glass. Preferring the company of children to adults, his Alice books were inspired by his friendship with the
young Alice Liddell, the daughter of the Dean of Christ Church, where Carroll was a mathematics instructor.Sir John
Tenniel was an English illustrator and political cartoonist best remembered for his 50-year career and contributions to
Punch magazine and for his illustrations in Lewis Carrolls Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-
Glass, and What Alice Found There.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Inferno (Chartwell Classics)
Dante Alighieri, translated by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Dante's The Inferno is the first part of his masterpiece, The Divine Comedy. This edition uses the classic
translation by the poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (1807-1882).

Description
Journey into Dante's nine circles of Hell in the epic poem, Inferno, with this elegant, unabridged edition featuring the
classic translation by the poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (1807-1882).

The Divine Comedy, written in the early fourteenth century by Dante Alighieri, continues to be essential reading for lovers
of literature. The Inferno is the first part of Dante's masterpiece, The Divine Comedy. In this epic poem, Dante is led by
the poet Virgil into the nine circles of Hell-limbo, lust, gluttony, greed, anger, heresy, violence, fraud, and treachery-
culminating in a meeting with Satan himself. Along the way, he meets a number of interesting figures. Complete and
unabridged, this beautifully designed, hardcover edition with jacket features an introduction by Renaissance literature and
history scholar John Lotherington and a biography detailing the life and times of Dante Alighieri.

Essential volumes for the shelves of every classic literature lover, the Chartwell Classics series includes beautifully
presented works and collections from some of the most important authors in literary history. Chartwell Classics are the
editions of choice for the most discerning literature buffs.

Other titles in the Chartwell Classics Series include: Complete Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft; Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales;
Complete Novels of Jane Austen; Complete Sherlock Holme; Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allen Poe; Complete
Works of William Shakespeare; Divine Comedy; Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales;The Essential Tales of
H.P. Lovecraft; The Federalist Papers; The Call of the Wild and White Fang; Moby Dick; The Odyssey; Pride and
Prejudice; The Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales; Emma; The Great Gatsby; The Secret Garden; Anne of Green Gables; The
Essential Tales and Poems of Edgar Allan Poe; The Phantom of the Opera; The Communist Manifesto and Das Kapital;
Republic; Frankenstein; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; The Picture of Dorian Gray; Meditations; Wuthering
Heights; Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass; A Tales of Two Cities; Beowulf; The Strange
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Other Stories; Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; Little Women

About the Author
Dante Alighieri (c. 1265-1321) was an Italian poet, writer, and political thinker. After studying at the University of Bologna,
he married and had four children. Dante was exiled from his hometown of Florence in 1302 due to his political leanings,
finally settling in the city of Ravenna in 1307, when he began writing The Divine Comedy.Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
was an American poet whose most famous works include "Paul Reveres Ride", The Song of Hiawatha, and Evangeline.
He was the first American to translate Dante Alighieris Divine Comedy and was one of the Fireside Poets from New
England.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales (Chartwell Classics)
Brothers Grimm, illustrated by Arthur Rackham

Share and enjoy all of the Grimm Brothers' best works in The Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales, now designed in
a beautiful, jacketed hardcover format.

Description
The Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales contains 59 of the best-loved bedtime stories for children worldwide, enjoyed for the
better part of two centuries. Originally collected by the Brothers Grimm, Jacob and Wilhelm, these German linguists and
cultural researchers gathered legendary folklore and aimed to share the stories exactly as they heard them. This volume
features all of your favorite tales, including:

- Cinderella
- Rapunzel
- Hansel and Grethel
- Snow White
- Rumpelstiltskin
- Little Red Riding Hood
- The Golden Goose

This elegantly designed jacketed hardcover edition features an introduction by fantasy literature scholar Lori Campbell, a
timeline of the life and times of the Brothers Grimm, and over 100 illustrations by Arthur Rackham.

Essential volumes for the shelves of every classic literature lover, the Chartwell Classics series includes beautifully
presented works and collections from some of the most important authors in literary history. Chartwell Classics are the
editions of choice for the most discerning literature buffs.

Other titles in the Chartwell Classics Series include: Complete Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft; Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales;
Complete Novels of Jane Austen; Complete Sherlock Holme; Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allen Poe; Complete
Works of William Shakespeare; Divine Comedy; Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales;The Essential Tales of
H.P. Lovecraft; The Federalist Papers; The Inferno; The Call of the Wild and White Fang; Moby Dick; The Odyssey; Pride
and Prejudice; Emma; The Great Gatsby; The Secret Garden; Anne of Green Gables; The Essential Tales and Poems of
Edgar Allan Poe; The Phantom of the Opera; The Communist Manifesto and Das Kapital; Republic; Frankenstein; Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; The Picture of Dorian Gray; Meditations; Wuthering Heights; Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass; A Tales of Two Cities; Beowulf; The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde and Other Stories; Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; Little Women

About the Author
The Brothers Grimm, Jacob (1785-1863) and Wilhelm Grimm (1786-1859), were German academics, linguists, cultural
researchers, and authors who together collected folklore. They are among the most well-known storytellers of European
folk tales, and their work popularized such stories as “Cinderella,” “The Frog Prince,” “Hansel and Gretel,” “Rapunzel,”Chartwell
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Call of the Wild and White Fang (Chartwell Classics)
Jack London

The Call of the Wild (1903) and White Fang (1906) are two classic American adventure novels by Jack London
depicting the evolution of two dogs in the wild, now presented together in this elegantly designed jacketed
hardcover edition.

Description
The Call of the Wild and White Fang, two American classics by Jack London, are presented together in this elegantly
designed jacketed hardcover edition featuring an introduction by Jack London scholar Kenneth K. Brandt.

The Call of the Wild (1903) and White Fang (1906) are two classic American adventure novels depicting the evolution of
two dogs in the wild. The novels are in fact mirror images of one another, as Call of the Wild depicts Buck's journey from
domestic to wild dog, while White Fang recounts White Fang's transformation from wild beast to domestic companion.
Both convey powerful themes of redemption and survival that continue to affect readers even today. These beautifully
written stories, now together in one highly produced volume complete with a timeline of the life and times of Jack London,
are a perfect addition to any young adult's library. Anyone with a taste for adventure, who loves the outdoors or camping,
or who spends time daydreaming about living self-sufficiently will be enamored by these adventure stories.

Essential volumes for the shelves of every classic literature lover, the Chartwell Classics series includes beautifully
presented works and collections from some of the most important authors in literary history. Chartwell Classics are the
editions of choice for the most discerning literature buffs.

Other titles in the Chartwell Classics Series include: Complete Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft; Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales;
Complete Novels of Jane Austen; Complete Sherlock Holme; Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allen Poe; Complete
Works of William Shakespeare; Divine Comedy; Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales;The Essential Tales of
H.P. Lovecraft; The Federalist Papers; The Inferno; Moby Dick; The Odyssey; Pride and Prejudice; The Essential
Grimm's Fairy Tales; Emma; The Great Gatsby; The Secret Garden; Anne of Green Gables; The Essential Tales and
Poems of Edgar Allan Poe; The Phantom of the Opera; The Communist Manifesto and Das Kapital; Republic;
Frankenstein; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; The Picture of Dorian Gray; Meditations; Wuthering Heights;
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass; A Tales of Two Cities; Beowulf; The Strange Case of
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Other Stories; Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; Little Women

About the Author
Jack London (1876-1916) was an American novelist and journalist best known for his novels White Fang, The Call of the
Wild, The Sea Wolf, and his semi-autobiographical Martin Eden. London was also an active socialist, and was frequently
sought after to deliver lectures on the subject. As a short story author he was also quite successful, having written
hundreds of short stories in addition to his fifty fiction and nonfiction novels.
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (Chartwell Classics)
Jules Verne

Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea tells the story of a kidnapped professor and harpoonist who
embarks on an exhilarating undersea journey aboard the submarine of the eccentric Captain Nemo.

Description
First serialized in a French magazine from 1869 to 1870, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea is an incredible
adventure story that popularized science fiction throughout the world. Professor Aronnax, a marine biologist, joins
harpoonist Ned Land in search of a mysterious sea creature in the open ocean, only to discover that the beast is actually
a submarine piloted by the enigmatic Captain Nemo. They are taken captive, thus beginning a strange undersea voyage
from Antarctic ice shelves to the subterranean city of Atlantis, hunting sharks along the way. With its sprawling, exotic plot
and vivid descriptions, Jules Verne's epic underwater adventure is now available in this elegantly designed jacketed
hardcover edition with an introduction by Allen Grove, a professor and chair of English at Alfred University, and a timeline
of the life and times of Jules Verne.

Essential volumes for the shelves of every classic literature lover, the Chartwell Classics series includes beautifully
presented works and collections from some of the most important authors in literary history. Chartwell Classics are the
editions of choice for the most discerning literature buffs.

Other titles in the Chartwell Classics Series include: Complete Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft; Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales;
Complete Novels of Jane Austen; Complete Sherlock Holme; Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allen Poe; Complete
Works of William Shakespeare; Divine Comedy; Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales;The Essential Tales of
H.P. Lovecraft; The Federalist Papers; The Inferno; The Call of the Wild and White Fang; Moby Dick; The Odyssey; Pride
and Prejudice; The Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales; Emma; The Great Gatsby; The Secret Garden; Anne of Green Gables;
The Essential Tales and Poems of Edgar Allan Poe; The Phantom of the Opera; The Communist Manifesto and Das
Kapital; Republic; Frankenstein; The Picture of Dorian Gray; Meditations; Wuthering Heights; Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass; A Tales of Two Cities; Beowulf; The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde and Other Stories; Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; Little Women

About the Author
Jules Verne (1828-1905) was a French novelist and playwright best known for his epic adventures, including Twenty
Thousand Leagues under the Sea, Journey to the Center of the Earth, and Around the World in Eighty Days. A true
visionary and master storyteller, Verne foresaw the skyscraper, the submarine, and the airplane, among many other
inventions, and he is often regarded as the “Father of Science Fiction.”
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (Chartwell Classics)
Mark Twain

Explore or rediscover Mark Twain's masterpiece and one of the best American novels ever written with this
elegantly designed, jacketed hardcover edition of The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.

Description
Revel in Huck Finn's adventure on the Mississippi River in The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, the American
masterpiece by Mark Twain.

"All modern American literature comes from one book by Mark Twain called 'Huckleberry Finn.'" -Ernest Hemingway

A favorite among young readers and adults alike, Mark Twain's Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, first published in 1884, is
considered to be the author's masterpiece, as well as one of the best American novels ever written.In order to escape his
abusive father, Huckleberry Finn fakes his own death. He meets up with the runaway slave Jim, and the two begin a new,
carefree life on a raft traversing the Mississippi River. Despite their travels bringing them more trouble than expected and
the fear of being returned to their old lives, Huck Finn and Jim form a bond that helps protect them from the judgments of
a hypocritical society that claims to value civilization even as it benefits from the horror of slavery. Many readers see
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn as a children's book because Huck is a boy. However, the book's moral themes and
metaphors are relevant for almost any age and situation. Huck rejects his Aunt Sally's attempts to protect him in favor of
entering the unknown wild. He simply values his own personal freedom and sense above all else-a quintessential
American trait.

Complete and unabridged, this elegantly designed, jacketed hardcover edition features an introduction by American
literature scholar and professor Steven Frye and a timeline of the life and times of Mark Twain.

Essential volumes for the shelves of every classic literature lover, the Chartwell Classics series includes beautifully
presented works and collections from some of the most important authors in literary history. Chartwell Classics are the
editions of choice for the most discerning literature buffs.

Other titles in the Chartwell Classics Series include: Complete Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft; Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales;
Complete Novels of Jane Austen; Complete Sherlock Holme; Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allen Poe; Complete
Works of William Shakespeare; Divine Comedy; Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales;The Essential Tales of
H.P. Lovecraft; The Federalist Papers; The Inferno; The Call of the Wild and White Fang; Moby Dick; The Odyssey; Pride
and Prejudice; The Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales; Emma; The Great Gatsby; The Secret Garden; Anne of Green Gables;
The Essential Tales and Poems of Edgar Allan Poe; The Phantom of the Opera; The Communist Manifesto and Das
Kapital; Republic; Frankenstein; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; The Picture of Dorian Gray; Meditations;
Wuthering Heights; Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass; A Tales of Two Cities; Beowulf;
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Other Stories; Little Women

About the Author Chartwell

Price: AU $19.99           NZ $22.99
ISBN: 9780785839903
Format: Misc HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
Dimensions: 191h x 146w mm
Extent: 328 pages
Bic1: Classic fiction (pre c 1945)
Author now living: 97807858399
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Secret Garden (Chartwell Classics)
Frances Hodgson Burnett, illustrated by Charles Robinson

The timeless classic The Secret Garden is now available in this collectible, unabridged, jacketed hardcover
edition that includes 8 illustrations by Charles Robinson.

Description
This beautifully designed, jacketed hardcover edition of The Secret Garden is unabridged and includes 8 illustrations by
Charles Robinson. When Mary Lennox is sent from India to the moors of England to live with her uncle after losing her
parents, not only does she discover a secret garden, but she also discovers the true meaning of family, friendship, and
perseverance. This magical, timeless classic, originally published in 1911, is by the author of A Little Princess and Little
Lord Faunteleroy.

Essential volumes for the shelves of every classic literature lover, the Chartwell Classics series includes beautifully
presented works and collections from some of the most important authors in literary history. Chartwell Classics are the
editions of choice for the most discerning literature buffs.

Other titles in the Chartwell Classics Series include: Complete Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft; Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales;
Complete Novels of Jane Austen; Complete Sherlock Holme; Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allen Poe; Complete
Works of William Shakespeare; Divine Comedy; Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales;The Essential Tales of
H.P. Lovecraft; The Federalist Papers; The Inferno; The Call of the Wild and White Fang; Moby Dick; The Odyssey; Pride
and Prejudice; The Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales; Emma; The Great Gatsby; Anne of Green Gables; The Essential Tales
and Poems of Edgar Allan Poe; The Phantom of the Opera; The Communist Manifesto and Das Kapital; Republic;
Frankenstein; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; The Picture of Dorian Gray; Meditations; Wuthering Heights;
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass; A Tales of Two Cities; Beowulf; The Strange Case of
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Other Stories; Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; Little Women

About the Author
Frances Hodgson Burnett (1849-1924) was an English writer and playwright. In 1865, she and her family emigrated to the
United States, settling in Tennessee. At the age of nineteen, she began writing and publishing stories in magazines to
help support her family. She married in 1872 and began writing novels a few years later, becoming a successful writer of
both children's fiction and adult romances.Charles Robinson (1870-1937) was one of the most popular and prolific black-
and-white artists of the Edwardian era. Brother of the artists Thomas and William Heath Robinson, he came to
prominence when asked to illustrate Robert Louis Stevenson's A Child's Garden of Verses.

Chartwell

Price: AU $19.99           NZ $22.99
ISBN: 9780785840015
Format: Misc HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
Dimensions: 191h x 146w mm
Extent: 240 pages
Bic1: Classic fiction (pre c 1945)
Author now living: 97807858400
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Corrigan Legacy
Anna Jacobs

Description
Meet the Corrigans. Childless Maeve, though rich and successful, is dying of cancer. She wants to leave her business
empire to one of the offspring of her two estranged brothers, Des and Leo. But which young relative should she choose?

Des has four children. His second wife Judith has just left him and he is overstretched financially. Leo, unambitious owner
of a hardware store in a remote Australian town, has two children. His daughter, suffering from ME defies him to accept
her Aunt's invitation to be treated in England. Judith has met another man. But Cal has found out that he's not the
biological father of his beloved daughter and his ex-wife wants to take Lily away from him.

As the younger generation begin to gather around Maeve, old secrets are revealed, new allegiances made, and there are
surprises for every member of the family - because the Corrigan legacy isn't what it first seems.

About the Author
Anna Jacobs is the author of over ninety novels and is addicted to storytelling. She grew up in Lancashire, emigrated to
Australia in the 1970s and writes stories set in both countries.

Allison & Busby

Price: AU $19.99           NZ $22.99
ISBN: 9780749027636
Format: B
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 198h x 129w mm
Extent: 258 pages
Bic1: Romance
Author now living: 97807490276
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 A Cotswold Christmas Mystery
Rebecca Tope

Things are all set for a fantastic Christmas in the Slocombe house, but then a local lady disappears,
relationships are put to the test, and there's a death.

Description
Christmas is coming to the picturesque Cotswold countryside, and the days are merry and bright at the Slocombe house.
Thea's daughter Jessica has come to stay, much to her stepdaughter Stephanie's delight, and the family are looking
forward to the festivities. But things soon take a turn for the worse.

A local family, the Frowses, find themselves increasingly harassed by an aggressive landlord and his overbearing new
wife. When Beverley Frowse suddenly goes missing without a trace, Thea and Stephanie both feel they should help to
investigate her disappearance, if only to ease the growing concern of Beverley's
son, and Thea's friend, Ant.

Christmas Day arrives, with all the traditional trimmings and general goodwill, despite Thea's barely suppressed
hankering to be involved in events at the Frowses' house, where a dead man has just been discovered nearby ...

About the Author
Rebecca Tope is the author of three bestselling crime series, set in the stunning Cotswolds, Lake District and West
Country. She lives on a smallholding in rural Herefordshire, where she enjoys the silence and plants a lot of trees, but
also manages to travel the world and enjoy civilisation from time to time. Most of her varied experiences and activities find
their way into her books, sooner or later.

Allison & Busby

Price: AU $19.99           NZ $22.99
ISBN: 9780749026424
Format: B
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 198h x 129w mm
Extent: 352 pages
Bic1: Crime & mystery
Author now living: 97807490264
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Murder at the Ritz
Jim Eldridge

1940, London. DI Edgar Coburg and Sergeant Ted Lamson are called in to investigate a murder at the Ritz
Hotel.

Description
August 1940. On the streets of London, locals watch with growing concern as German fighter planes plague the city's
skyline. But inside the famous Ritz Hotel, the cream of society continues to enjoy all the glamour and comfort that money
can buy during wartime - until an anonymous man is discovered with his throat slashed open.

Detective Chief Inspector Coburg is called in to investigate, no stranger himself to the haunts of the upper echelons of
society, ably assisted by his trusty colleague, Sergeant Lampson. Yet they soon face a number of obstacles. With the
crime committed in rooms in use by an exiled king and his retinue, there are those who fear diplomatic repercussions and
would rather the case be forgotten. With mounting pressure from various Intelligence agencies, rival political factions and
gang warfare brewing either side of the Thames, Coburg and Lampson must untangle a web of deception if they are to
solve the case - and survive.

About the Author
Jim Eldridge has had over one hundred books published, which have sold over three million copies. He is also a radio, TV
and movie scriptwriter who has had 250 TV scripts broadcast in the UK and internationally. He lives in Sevenoaks, Kent.

Allison & Busby

Price: AU $19.99           NZ $22.99
ISBN: 9780749025236
Format: B
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 198h x 129w mm
Extent: 352 pages
Bic1: Historical mysteries
Author now living: None 97807490252
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Whisky Cubes Pack
Jim Murray

The eight soapstone cubes in the pack are reusable, and a perfect substitute for ice, chilling your favourite
dram without diluting it.

Description
The Whisky Rocks Pack is the perfect gift for any lover of whisky. Not only does the pack contain a book informing the
whisky-lover about hundreds of whisky brands and distillers in Britain, Ireland and North America, there is a guide to the
process of distillation and tasting notes. In addition to this, the pack contains eight soapstone cubes which can be placed
in a freezer and dropped into a glass and used as a replacement for ice, one that doesn't dilute the golden liquid.

The author, Jim Murray, is one of the most respected men in whisky, on both sides of the Atlantic and his passionate
views about Scotch, Irish, Rye and Bourbon are respected by those in the know. He writes in a unique style, with his
passion coming through as he explains why a distillery is different to its neighbour maybe only a few miles away and
showing how a slight variation in the distillation and/or storage process makes for an entirely different tasting experience.
If you are already a connoisseur of whisky, want to become one, or just enjoy the occasional tipple, Whisky Rocks is as
welcome as your favourite dram.

About the Author
Jim Murray is a two-time winner of the Glenfiddich Award for whisky writing. A journalist who has written for many national
newspapers and magazines in Britain and the USA, he is in demand as a speaker as well as an expert. He has written
many books on whisky, including The Complete Book of Whisky and Jim Murray's Whisky Bible. He splits his time
between the English Midlands and Kentucky, USA.

Carlton Books

Price: AU $29.99           NZ $32.99
ISBN: 9781787393714
Format: Slipcased
Package Type: SLIPCASE
Dimensions: 188h x 103w mm
Extent: 256 pages
Bic1: Spirits & cocktails
Author now living: UK 97817873937
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Classic Pin-Ups (Extreme Colouring)
Patricia Moffett

Description
This exclusive edition of Extreme Colouring partners with Gil Elvgren to bring his famous pin-up paintings to life. With 47
classic pin-ups to colour Extreme Colouring: Classic Pin-ups by Gil Elvgren is sure to keep any artist entertained for
hours. Inviting you to relax and unwind, as well as encouraging and inspiring you to discover your inner artist, this
extreme book of high-quality art projects is like no other colouring book on the market.

About the Author
Patricia Moffett is an illustrator and designer working in her studio inSnowdonia, north Wales. She has worked creatively
on many successful books and has more than 30 years' experience in publishing. Intricate pattern and detail are an
ongoing theme in her work.

Gil Elvgren was born and raised in St. Paul, Minnesota where his father operated a paint store. He created billboard,
poster and magazine illustrations but is most well-known for his pin-up art, much of which was featured on Brown &
Bigelow calendars. Gil Elvgren has emerged in recent years as the artist most loved and respected by pin-up collectors
and fans worldwide.

Carlton Books

Price: AU $19.99           NZ $22.99
ISBN: 9781780979472
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 283h x 245w mm
Extent:  pages
Bic1: Colouring & painting activity books
Author now living: UK 97817809794
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Christmas
Andy Thomas

Christmas tells the fuller story behind the sparkle and the merriment, and shows why, despite all the modern
commercialism, Christmas has survived and still has meaning for us today.

Description
In an intriguing and entertaining journey, this book uncovers the fascinating background to one of the biggest festive
seasons. From the ancient ceremonies celebrating Midwinter to festivals of Sol Invictus, and from Constantine’s
establishment of a Christian festival to medieval ‘misrule’, the time around the solstice has long been an opportunity for
people to come together and rejoice. These festive traditions have developed in many directions around the world. This
book tells the fuller story behind the sparkle and the merriment, and shows why, despite all the modern commercialism,
Christmas has survived and still has meaning for us today.

About the Author
Andy Thomas is one of the UK's most experienced lecturers and authors on folklore, histories and unexplained mysteries.
He has made numerous appearances on radio and TV, including BBC One's The One Show. He is renowned for his
thought-provoking and entertaining books and lectures, and speaks prolifically to all kinds of audiences across Britain and
around the world.

Ivy Press

Price: AU $19.99           NZ $22.99
ISBN: 9781782407805
Format: Misc HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
Dimensions: 198h x 139w mm
Extent: 144 pages
Bic1: History
Author now living: 97817824078
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 My Family Tree
Royal Horticultural Society

A beautiful book to record your family history, with space for family and individual records, ancestry charts,
family traditions and achievements

Description
Every family has its own story and an increasing number of us are taking the time to search out these histories and record
them for this and future generations. My Family Tree is a beautifully designed book to record your unique family story,
with space for family and individual records, census records, ancestry charts, family traditions and achievements, events
and photographs. It offers helpful tips and advice, useful sections to guide your ancestral research, and allows you to
gather all the information from both sides of your family in one place.

About the Author
The Royal Horticultural Society was founded in 1804 and has established itself as the UKs leading gardening charity, with
the aim of inspiring passion and excellence in the science, art and practice of horticulture. The world-famous RHS Lindley
Library holds unique collections of early printed books on gardening, botanical art and photographs.

Frances Lincoln Stationery

Price: AU $29.99           NZ $32.99
ISBN: 9780711239890
Format: Misc HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
Dimensions: 246h x 190w mm
Extent: 144 pages
Bic1: Stationery items
Author now living: 97807112398
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Art of Looking Up
Catherine McCormack

A desirable art book surveying 40 spectacular ceilings from around the world, including those that have graced
the brushes of artists including Michelangelo, Marc Chagall and Cy Twombly.

Description
From the floating women and lotus flowers of the Senso-ji Temple in Japan, first painted in the year 645, through to the
religious iconography that adorns places of worship from Vienna to Istanbul, all the way to bold displays like that in the
lobby of Bellagio Hotel in Las Vegas, this book takes you on a tour of the extraordinary artworks that demand an
alternative viewpoint.

Art History expert Catherine McCormack guides readers through the stories behind the artworks - their conception,
execution, and the artists that visualised them. In many cases, these artworks also make bold but controlled political,
religious or cultural statements, revealing much about the society and times in which they were created. First and
foremost, this is a visual feast, but also a desirable art book that challenges readers to seek out fine art in more unusual
places and question the statements they may be making.

About the Author
Catherine McCormack is a writer and art history lecturer based in London. She regularly teaches at Sotheby's Institute of
Art, Dulwich Picture Gallery and UCL, where she completed her PhD and was a Teaching Fellow. Her writing has been
published in The Independent, Architectural Review, Stylist, Glass magazine, LABEL magazine, and in international
academic journals and museum exhibition catalogues. She is also resident art expert at Blacks Club Soho and has
appeared on Sky News and BBC Breakfast talking about art. Catherine is also the author of Women in the Picture (Icon
Books, 2020).

White Lion Publishing

Price: AU $50.00           NZ $55.00
ISBN: 9780711242173
Format: Misc HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
Dimensions: 290h x 235w mm
Extent: 240 pages
Bic1: History of art / art & design styles
Author now living: 97807112421
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Flash (100 Greatest Moments)
Robert Greenberger

Flash: 100 Greatest Moments highlights the best moments in the history of the Scarlet Speedster.

Description
The Flash. The Fastest Man Alive. The Scarlet Speedster. Whatever you call him, his most iconic comic book adventures
are celebrated in Flash: 100 Greatest Moments.

First appearing in 1940 and represented by a slew of different speedsters, the Flash has been a DC mainstay for most of
their publishing life. He's been part of the Justice League, Justice Society of America, and Teen Titans. Able to break the
barriers between dimensions and to reverse time when he's runs fast enough, to say that the flash is going (and has
gone) places doesn't even cover it. Speedsters are powered by the speed force and while there are a slew of
superheroes faster than the average man in the DC Universe, the particular mantle of 'The Flash' has been donned by
Jay Garrick, Barry Allen, Wally West, and Bart Allen. Each of them are represented with their own moments to shine and
they each bring a new perspective to the character over the Flash's decades long run.

Enclosed in these pages are 100 moments that chronicle all of the Flash's greatest feats. Flash's loves, his children, the
allies like Batman and Superman that help him out in his time of need, the Rogues that give him the most trouble, other
nefarious speedsters villains like Reverse Flash and Professor Zoom, and many more key characters are paid homage.
Flash has been a key player in events like Flashpoint and Crisis on Infinite Worlds, making him integral to understanding
the worlds built by DC Comics. Although Flash has been on the big screen, syndicated television, and cartoons, a lot the
iconic moments seen on screens found their origin in his comic books. Whether you need a recap (in a flash) or you're
curious about the comic book events that inspired your favourite TV and movie moments, Flash: 100 Greatest Moments
will guide you through all of the Scarlet Speedster's history:

• Flashpoint
• Wally West winning the lottery
• Returning from the dead
• Marrying Iris West
• The Cosmic Treadmill
• Meeting Editor Julius Schwartz
• Red Flash vs. Black Flash
• Defeating Zoom
• House of Heroes
• Barry Allen fights Godspeed for the first time
• Returning Wally West rom the Speed Force
• Run ins with the Trickster

Lace up, strap in, and enjoy Flash: 100 Greatest Moments.

Chartwell

Price: AU $39.99           NZ $45.00
ISBN: 9780785837138
Format: Misc HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
Dimensions: 305h x 236w mm
Extent: 304 pages
Bic1: Graphic novels: superheroes & super-villains
Author now living: 97807858371
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Mindful Thoughts for Mothers
Riga Forbes

A lovingly crafted book of reflections that all mums can dip into during those precious moments of space from
'doing', for a positive and peaceful outlook to support their practice of mindfulness.

Description
Busy mothers balance home, children and work, but where can wellbeing fit into daily life?

Mindful Thoughts for Mothers is a lovingly-crafted book of reflections that all mums can dip into during those precious
moments of space from ‘doing’, for a positive and peaceful outlook to support their practice of mindfulness.

In this beautifully illustrated book, Riga Forbes explores the micro and macro elements of a mother’s world, helping the
reader to hold a sense of the ‘bigger picture’ while being present in the day-to-day. In it, she invites every mother to
embrace mindful awareness for deeper presence and understanding.

From universal daily learning curves to all the things we may have to balance in our lives, she reveals the threads of
connection we weave through our relationships with our children–and living memories of mothers and grandmothers–
creating family-tapestries of nurture that will extend deep into the future.

About the Author
Riga Forbes is a mother, doula, complementary therapist, artist, and for over a decade has taught Birth Vision courses
which support women to prepare for birth mindfully, using meditation, movement, and creativity. Riga has practiced
Buddhist Vipassana meditation and worked in the healing arts for over 20 years, offering workshops in both Australia and
the UK. She has two children, and is the author of Mindful Pregnancy & Birth.

Ivy Press

Price: AU $12.99           NZ $14.99
ISBN: 9781782407652
Format: Misc HB
Package Type: HARD BACK
Dimensions: 135h x 110w mm
Extent: 160 pages
Bic1: Self-help & personal development
Author now living: 97817824076
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Techniques for Beginners (Urban Sketching Handbook)
Suhita Shirodkar

The Urban Sketching Handbook: Techniques for Beginners guides artists to build a strong foundation in
observational drawing and painting to establish an urban sketching practice.

Description
In The Urban Sketching Handbook: Techniques for Beginners, artist and Urban Sketcher correspondent Suhita Shirodkar
shares essential skills for sketching architecture, people, and everyday objects on location.

You'll learn the basics of value, colour mixing, and perspective through helpful studies and exercises, whether at home, in
studio, and on location. The Urban Sketching Handbook: Techniques for Beginners is perfect for anyone who's just
getting started in this fascinating art form, or who wants to develop their observational and drawing aptitude by reinforcing
basic concepts.

The Urban Sketching Handbook series offers location artists expert instruction on creative techniques, on-location tips
and advice, and an abundance of visual inspiration. These handy references come in a compact, easy-to-carry format
with an elastic band closure-perfect to toss in your backpack or artist's tote.

About the Author
Suhita Shirodkar is an urban sketcher, artist, art director, graphic designer, illustrator, journalist, and teacher. An
international correspondent with the nonprofit Urban Sketchers, Suhita has taught at the Art Institute in Sunnyvale,
California, and in urban sketching workshops in exciting locales around the world. She has been featured in The Mercury
News and on KQED, and she also runs a popular Etsy store where she sells her artwork. Born in India, she currently lives
in San Jose, California.

Quarry Books

Price: AU $24.99           NZ $27.99
ISBN: 9781631599293
Format: B
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 203h x 127w mm
Extent: 112 pages
Bic1: Drawing & drawings
Author now living: 97816315992
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The People and Motion (Urban Sketching Handbook)
Gabriel Campanario

Provides the keys to help make the experience of drawing human forms and their movements fun and
rewarding, using composition, depth, scale, contrast, line and creativity.

Description
Award-winning illustrator Gabriel Campanario first introduced his approach to drawing in The Art of Urban Sketching, a
showcase of more than 500 sketches and drawing tips shared by more than 100 urban sketchers around the world. Now,
he drills down into specific challenges of making sketches on location, rain or shine, quickly or slowly, and the most
suitable techniques for every situation, in The Urban Sketching Handbook series. It's easy to overlook that ample variety
of characters that walk the streets everyday. From neighbours, dog walkers and shoppers to dancers and joggers, the
people that move through the cities and towns are fascinating subjects to study and sketch. In The Urban Sketching
Handbook: People and Motion Gabriel lays out keys to help make the experience of drawing humans and movements fun
and rewarding. Using composition, depth, scale, contrast, line and creativity, sketching out citizens and the way they
move has never been more inspirational and entertaining. This guide will help you to develop your own creative approach,
no matter what your skill level may be today. As much as The Urban Sketching Handbook: People and Motion may
inspire you to draw more individuals, it can also help to increase your appreciation of the folks around you. Drawing our
postal workers, shopkeeps and neighbours, is a great way to show your appreciation and creativity.

About the Author
Gabriel Campanario is the founder of Urban Sketchers (www.urbansketchers.org), a nonprofit organisation dedicated to
fostering the art of on-location drawing. A native Spaniard, Campanario moved to the U.S. in 1998 and has lived near
Seattle with his wife and two children since 2006. His journalism career spans two decades, working for newspapers in
Barcelona, Lisbon, California, and Virginia. Campanario has a master's degree in journalism from the University of
Navarra in Pamplona, Spain.

Quarry Books

Price: AU $24.99           NZ $27.99
ISBN: 9781592539628
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 127h x 204w mm
Extent: 112 pages
Bic1: Drawing & drawings
Author now living: 97815925396
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Understanding Perspective (The Urban Sketching Handbook)
Stephanie Bower

Learn how to put the 3D world on the 2D page with Understanding Perspective (The Urban Sketching
Handbook). Learn about depth, scale, contrast, composition, and more.

Description
A good sketch starts with good bones.

Often challenging and overwhelming to sketchers, the fourth book in the Urban Sketching Handbook series uses
drawings and simple steps to explain the concepts of perspective in practical and useful ways for on-site sketching. Most
books are either too abstract or don't provide enough information that relates to what you actually do when you're out in
the busy, wide world about to start a drawing. Where do you start? How do you edit what you see to flatten and shrink it
onto your paper? How does perspective work?

Understanding Perspective (The Urban Sketching Handbook) helps you learn to think like an architect, to draw buildings
and spaces by reducing what you see to simple, basic shapes, then adding layers in simple steps, and finally finishing
your sketch with detail, tone, and colour - in accurate perspective. Full of helpful tips, architect and illustrator, Stephanie
Bower even de-constructs sketches to show you how to create them! Once you understand perspective, it will change the
way you see the world - you'll see perspective everywhere.
Some of the key concepts explored in this volume are:
Basic Terms
Basic Spatial Principles
Types of Perspective
Building a Sketch in Layers
Special Conditions

About the Author
Stephanie Bower is a Seattle-based architectural illustrator, teacher, watercolorist, and travelling Urban Sketcher.
Stephanie worked as a licensed Architect in New York City before gravitating to professional architectural illustration and
concept design. In Seattle, she produces pencil and watercolour images for many renowned architecture and design
firms. For over twenty-five years, Stephanie has taught the how-to's of architectural sketching. People around the world
follow her sketches online via Flickr, her blog 'Drawing Perspectives', and as blog correspondent for Urban Sketchers.
She is also a signature member of the Northwest Watercolor Society. Stephanie continues to learn about architecture
through her sketches, pursuing her lifelong dream of seeing the world, sketching, teaching and encouraging others to see
their world through the magic of drawing.

Quarry Books

Price: AU $21.99           NZ $24.99
ISBN: 9781631591280
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 135h x 211w mm
Extent: 112 pages
Bic1: Drawing & drawings
Author now living: 97816315912
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Watercolour (Just Add)
Helen Birch

Packed with page after page of bite-sized creative painting tips and accessible advice, offering aspiring artists
the freedom to dip in and out for practical information or flick through for fresh inspiration and ideas.

Description
Exploring around 200 pieces of artwork by young contemporary artists, Just Add Watercolour highlights and examines the
different watercolour painting techniques, qualities, and effects relating to each piece. Organized into chapters according
to the technique exemplified (e.g. wet on wet, dry brush) artwork is featured large and luscious, accompanied by
extended captions, insightful tips and practical advice. A detailed index at the front of the book also groups the paintings
according to three main categories: Principles (e.g. composition), Types of painting (e.g. dry brush) and Subject (e.g.
nature). Listing each page where similar examples may be found, this category index enables the reader to easily identify
and cross reference subjects that have been painted in similar styles.

Throughout the book, useful information and practical tips are provided on a wide range of topics such as tone,
perspective, colour and much more besides. Readers are encouraged to discover the various ways in which similar
subjects and styles are executed by different artists, while also being inspired to use the tips in the book as a way of
building on their existing skills. Offering a bold, refreshing change from other run-of-the-mill art books, Just Add
Watercolour adopts the unique approach of accessing practical information via the images, focusing on the way subjects
can be treated using a whole range of different watercolour techniques, rather than looking at how to master one single
style.

About the Author
Helen Birch is a journalist and artist based in the UK. She is author of the highly popular blog DrawDrawDraw reaching
more than half a million readers. A prolific Pinner, her boards have over 630,000 followers and evidence her impeccable
and eclectic taste and love of drawing. Helen teaches BA courses in Art and Design, Fine Art, and Illustration at Bradford
College.

Frances Lincoln (Adult)

Price: AU $19.99           NZ $22.99
ISBN: 9780711236646
Format: Misc PB
Package Type: PAPERBACK
Dimensions: 127h x 178w mm
Extent: 208 pages
Bic1: Lifestyle & personal style guides
Author now living: 97807112366
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 How to Be a Rock Star
Shaun Ryder

The Keith Richards and Mick Jagger of his generation, Shaun Ryder is a 1990s rock 'n' roll legend. Now, for
the first time, comes his hilarious first-hand account of just what it takes to be a rock star.

Description
As lead singer of Happy Mondays and Black Grape, Shaun Ryder was the Keith Richards and Mick Jagger of his
generation. A true rebel, who formed and led not one but two seminal bands, he's had number-one albums, headlined
Glastonbury, toured the world numerous times, taken every drug under the sun, been through rehab - and come out the
other side as a national treasure.

Now, for the first time, Shaun lifts the lid on the real inside story of how to be a rock star. With insights from three decades
touring the world, which took him from Salford to San Francisco, from playing working men's clubs to headlining
Glastonbury and playing in front of the biggest festival crowd the world has ever seen, in Brazil, in the middle of
thunderstorm. From recording your first demo tape to having a number-one album, Shaun gives a fly-on-the-wall look at
the rock 'n' roll lifestyle - warts and all: how to be a rock star - and also how not to be a rock star.

From numerous Top of the Pops appearances to being banned from live TV, from being a figurehead of the acid-house
scene to hanging out backstage with the Rolling Stones, Shaun has seen it all. In this book he pulls the curtain back on
the debauchery of the tour bus, ridiculous riders, run-ins with record companies, drug dealers and the mafia, and how he
forged the most remarkable comeback of all time.

'There are enough stories about Happy Mondays to keep people talking about them forever. Bands live on through the
myth really, myth and legend' (Steve Lamacq)

About the Author
Shaun Ryder has been the subject of several films, written a Sunday Times bestselling autobiography, was runner-up on
I'm A Celebrity Get Me Out of Here and is a star of Celebrity Gogglebox. Shaun is working with his co-writer Luke
Bainbridge who also worked with Shaun  on his autobiography Twisting My Melon.

A&U UK
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Monk
Paul Williams

An enthralling account of infamous Irish criminal Gerry Hutch.

Description
On the streets of the tough Dublin inner-city neighbourhood where he grew up, Gerry Hutch was perceived as an ordinary
decent criminal, a quintessential Robin Hood figure who fought  the law - and won. To the rest of the world he was an
elusive criminal godfather called the  Monk: an enigmatic criminal mastermind and the hunted leader of one side in the
deadliest  gangland feud in Irish criminal history.

The latest book from Ireland's leading crime writer Paul Williams reveals the inside story of  Hutch's war with former allies
the Kinahan cartel, and how the once untouchable crime boss  became a fugitive on the run from the law and the mob -
with a €1 million bounty on his head.

The Monk is an enthralling account of the rise and fall of a modern-day gangster, charting the  violent journey of an
impoverished kid from the ghetto to the top tier of gangland - until it all  went wrong.

About the Author
Paul Williams is Ireland's leading crime writer and one of its most respected journalists. For over three decades his
courageous and ground-breaking investigative work has won him  multiple awards. He is the author of ten previous
bestselling books and has also researched,  written and presented a number of major TV crime series. His first book, The
General, was  adapted for the award-winning movie of the same name by John Boorman. He is a former  presenter on
Newstalk Breakfast and currently writes for the Irish Independent. Williams holds an MA in Criminology and is a registered
member of the International Consortium of  Investigative Journalists based in Washington, DC.

A&U UK
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Mark Johnston: Phenomenon
Nick Townsend

The authorised biography of Britain's most successful horse trainer.

Description
A new, fully authorised biography of the most successful trainer in British horse racing history.

In the stratified and often secretive world of racehorse training, Mark Johnston has always been different: forthright,
combative, provocative, and candid - a man who delights in questioning convention. Over more than three decades, he
has gone from being a vet from a thoroughly working-class Scottish background to, mathematically, the most successful
trainer in the history of British horse racing.

In this new, fully authorised biography, acclaimed author Nick Townsend provides a unique insight into the world of Mark
Johnston and his phenomenally successful operation. With unparalleled access to Mark and those closest to him, Mark
Johnston: Phenomenon will dig into his storied career, his strong and passionate views on the sport of horse racing, and
how he's planning for the future in unprecedented times, offering a fascinating portrait of one of horse racing's most
singular figures.

About the Author
Nick Townsend is a formerDaily Mail sports feature writer, football correspondent and chief sports writer of
theIndependent on Sunday, and is a freelance writer for publications including theSunday Times, theRacing Post,
theRacing Paper andRacing Ahead. He is author of the best-sellingSure Thing: The Greatest Coup in Horse Racing
History (Penguin Random House). Nick's other work includes collaborations with Sir Steve Redgrave on his
autobiographyA Golden Age (BBC Books) and Sir Ben Ainslie on his autobiographyClose to the Wind (Yellow
Jersey/Random House). He also penned a self-help guide with Sir Steve Redgrave,You Can Win at Life! (BBC Books).

Welbeck
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 March, Women, March
Lucinda Hawksley

An exploration of the women's movement in Britain, and the extraordinary women behind it.

Description
'A wonderful, inspiring story told with scholarship, passion and wit' - Miriam Margolyes

'A must-read' - Independent on Sunday

With an introduction by Dr Helen Pankhurst.

An illuminating and riveting exploration of the women's movement in Britain, and the extraordinary women behind it.

From the passing of the Marriage and Divorce Act in 1857 to all women attaining the vote in 1928, the struggle for
suffrage in the United Kingdom was to be fought using the weapons of intellect, searing rhetoric, and violence in the
streets. Ordinary women rose up to defy the roles prescribed by their society to become heroes in the battle for equality.

Using anecdotes and accounts by both famous and hitherto lesser-known suffragettes and suffragists, March, Women,
March explores how the voices of women came to be heard throughout the land in the pursuit of equal voting rights for all
women. Lucinda Hawksley brings the main protagonists of the women's movement to life, sharing diary extracts and
letters that show the true voices of these women, while their portrayals in literature and art - as well as the media reports
of the day - show just how much of an impact these trailblazers made.

'An accessible and engaging guide to the original women's movement' - Daily Telegraph

About the Author
Lucinda Hawksley is an author, art historian, public speaker and broadcaster. An authority on literature, social history and
women's history, Lucinda has published over 20 books includingLizzie Siddal: The Tragedy of a Pre-Raphaelite
Supermodel andCharles Dickens: The Man, The Novels, The Victorian Age. She is the great-great-great-granddaughter
of Charles Dickens, and is a patron of the Charles Dickens Museum.

Welbeck
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 England: The Official History
Daniel Storey,

The complete story of the England men's and women's teams from 1872 right up to the present day.

Description
This is the complete, official history of the England football team as you've never seen it before.

England: The Official History is a fascinating account of the world's oldest and most iconic national football team, telling
the complete story of the England men's and women's teams from 1872 right up to the present day. Written by award-
winning journalist and author Daniel Storey in association with the FA, and featuring an exceptional selection of images
from across 150 years of England football, the book charts the highs and lows of the national teams and the men and
women who've worn the Three Lions with pride.

Each chapter delves into a specific era, covering key figures, famous and infamous matches, and the evolution of football
over the course of more than a century and a half. These tales are accompanied by more than 250 exceptional
photographs featuring icons past and present, including Alf Ramsey, Bobby Charlton, Gary Lineker, Hope Powell, David
Beckham, Steph Houghton and Harry Kane. Accessible and entertaining for any England fan, this is the definitive visual
history of the team.

About the Author
Daniel Storey is an award-winning English journalist and author. Previously Deputy Editor of Football365, he was named
the Football Supporters Federation 'Football Writer of the Year' for 2016. He has written for theIndependent,The Set
Pieces, theDaily Mirror, theGuardian, Sky Sports, Vice and the BBC. His previous books includeGazza In Italy andPortrait
of an Icon, which was in support of the Bobby Robson Foundation. He lives in Nottingham.

Welbeck
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Edward S. Curtis Portraits
Wayne Youngblood

Photographer Edward S. Curtis was a prolific photographer and recorder of Native American culture. Edward
S. Curtis Portraits is a collection of his most moving cultural portraits.

Description
In 1906, J. P. Morgan commissioned Edward S. Curtis to produce a series of books depicting Native American life.
Edward S. Curtis Portraits contains over 250 of the project's beautiful and haunting portraits. “In Mr. Curtis we have both
an artist and a trained observer, whose pictures are pictures, not merely photographs.” —President Theodore Roosevelt
Talented photographer Edward Sheriff Curtis set out on the project with the goal of becoming a successful portrait artist,
but as he worked taking photographs of the “vanishing Indian,” he discovered a calling as an ethnographer and embarked
on a mission to document every aspect of traditional Native American culture before it disappeared forever. He
considered the loss of Native American traditions a national tragedy and sacrificed his financial security, marriage, and
even his health to pursue his mission. Curtis's highly expressive portraits convey the full range of human emotions,
attesting to the trust he established with his subjects, and serve as exquisite examples of classic portraiture. From Alaska
to Mexico, the photographs in this compact volume feature tribes such as:

- The Apache
- The Jicarillas
- The Navaho
- The Papago
- The Qahatika
- The Mohave
- The Yuma
- The Maricopa
- The Walapai
- The Havasupai
- The Yavapai
- And many more

Though Curtis has been criticized for idealizing the people he photographed with props and staged shots, his deep
respect for them and earnest attempt to understand them is apparent in his work. Today, these portraits allow us a
precious glimpse into Native American life as it existed before complete colonial expansion in the United States.

About the Author
Wayne Youngblood grew up near the banks of the Rio Grande in New Mexico. He is a history lover who spent several
years studying the pony express and the Oregon and Mormon trails while living in Nebraska. He is a writer/editor for a
publication that caters to record collectors, has written books on subjects ranging from stamp collecting to colonial
American history and lives in the wilds of central Wisconsin with his wife.

Chartwell
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 A Memory for Murder
Anne Holt

The third instalment in Anne Holt's fantastically atmospheric new crime series featuring Selma Falck.

Description
When former high-powered lawyer turned PI Selma Falck is shot and her oldest friend, a junior MP, is killed in a sniper
attack, everyone - including the police - assume that Selma was the prime target.

But when two other people with connections to the MP are also found murdered, it becomes clear that there is a wider
conspiracy at play.

As Selma sets out to avenge her friend's death, and discover the truth behind the conspiracy, her own life is threatened
once again. Only this time, the danger may be closer to home than she could possibly have realised...

About the Author
Anne Holt is Norway's bestselling female crime writer. She spent two years working for the Oslo Police Department before
founding her own law firm and serving as Norway's Minster for Justice between 1996 and 1997. She is published in 30
languages with over 10 million copies of her books sold.

Corvus
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 The Dark Room
Sam Blake

A pacey and thrilling tale from the author of the number one Irish Times bestseller, Keep Your Eyes on Me.

Description
Hare's Landing, West Cork. A house full of mystery...

Rachel Lambert leaves London afraid for her personal safety and determined to uncover the truth behind the sudden
death of a homeless man with links to a country house hotel called Hare's Landing.

New York-based crime reporter Caroline Kelly's career is threatened by a lawsuit and she needs some thinking space
away from her job. But almost as soon as she arrives, Hare's Landing begins to reveal its own stories - a 30-year-old
missing person's case and the mysterious death of the hotel's former owner.

As Rachel and Caroline join forces, it becomes clear that their investigations are intertwined - and that there is nothing
more dangerous than the truth...

About the Author
Sam Blake has been writing fiction since her husband set sail across the Atlantic for eight weeks and she had an idea for
a book. Her debut novel, Little Bones, was No 1 in Ireland for four weeks, and was nominated for Irish Crime Novel of the
Year. It launched the bestselling Cat Connolly trilogy. Her first standalone psychological thriller, Keep Your Eyes On Me,
went straight to No 1 and its follow-up, The Dark Room was an Eason Ireland No 1 for three weeks.

Sam is originally from St. Albans in Hertfordshire but has lived at the foot of the Wicklow mountains for more years than
she lived in the UK. She has two teenagers, three cats and lives in a 200-year-old cottage with an occasional poltergeist
who moves things at the most inconvenient moments.

Follow her on social @samblakebooks. Visit www.samblakebooks.com for news and events and get a bonus free short
story in audio & text when you subscribe to her newsletter.

Corvus PBS
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 A Very Special Christmas
Anna Jacobs

Description
Abigail Beadle has given two decades of her life to caring for her late father and looking after the centuries old family
home Ashgrove House. She has never married because Lucas Chadwick, the man she loved when she was young, left
the village suddenly with his family.

When her loathed stepmother dies Abigail is glad to be released from the woman's nagging and bullying, but the will she
left casts doubt on Abigail's inheritance. It is not until Lucas returns to the village, and helps to get to the bottom of the
complicated situation, that Abigail begins to believe her life might be able to start at last.

About the Author
Anna Jacobs is the author of over ninety novels and is addicted to storytelling. She grew up in Lancashire, emigrated to
Australia in the 1970s and writes stories set in both countries.

Allison & Busby
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AUSTRALIA DECEMBER 2021 Christmas in Peppercorn Street (Peppercorn #5)
Anna Jacobs

Christmas is approaching but the mood on Peppercorn Street is anything but jolly.

Description
Claire is convinced her stalker ex will catch up with her, and Luke is finding that living with a teenage daughter brings its
own problems. When Claire and her young daughter are involved in a road accident, Luke is on hand to assist.

But returning home to find her car damaged, Claire fears that her ex has found her once again. Seeing her distress, Luke
impulsively offers them shelter in his home. Will this Christmas give them the best present of all: a new family? Or will
Claire's ex again cause trouble?

About the Author
Anna Jacobs is the author of eighty novels and is addicted to storytelling. She grew up in Lancashire, emigrated to
Australia in the 1970s and writes stories set in both countries.
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